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THE 1957 FRONTIER
A SURVEY BY ARCH NAPIER

The word "frontier" customarily chance" of a New Mexico service
brings to mind a picture of a sturdy station. At Los Alamos, 120 emgroup of pioneers, halting the wagon ployees in N Division are conducting
train on the brow of a hill, gazing res- studies in nuclear rocket propulsion.
History and the inevitable muralolutely toward the West, and dreaming of farms, schools, and cities to ist will place us in a very exciting age.
be built. This is fine postoffice mural Yet most of us experience history as
stuff, but I wonder if the pio- a wagon train of smaller events. Some
neers ever took much time from the New Mexicans helped establish an
agonies of travel and the details' of opera company; some battled an
existence to see themselves in this epidemic; some worked on Indian
scholarships, new libraries, or addiidealized pattern of history.
And how will the muralist of the tional pipelines. All these are imfuture depict these recent eventful portant to the Space Age, too.
'months of ours? Will he place a
group of us, posing around a rocket ENCHANTMENT. It is too early
stand at Alamogordo, gazing off to- to attempt to evaluate the events of
ward Outer Space? We can scarcely these crowded months, but a few
escape this fate. Trite as it may should be mentioned before the
sound; we are actually poised on the rocket dust gets in our eyes. The year
frontier of a new era. Some of our 1957, for example, should be rememfellow New Mexicans are now float- bered for the establishment of the
ing in dark pools of salt water at Santa Fe Opera (described in the
Alamogordo to study the "weight- last NMQ) and the opening of the
lessness" of space travel. In Albu- Albuquerque Civic Auditorium.
The Opera incidentally will start
querque, scientists are developing
instruments that are ever more rug- its second season June 25 with Pucged, ever more reliable, ultimately cini's La Boheme. Other presentapreparing for flights beyond the ''last tions will include: Mozart's Cosi
Fan Tutte, Verdi's Falstaff, and Rossini's Cinderella. The season will also
Arch Napier is correspondent for
feature the world premiere of CarTime, Inc., and the WALL STREET
lisle
Floyd's Wuthering Heights and
JOURNAL. A free-lance writer who
the first professional performance
lives in Albuquerque, Mr. Napier
in the United States of Richard
is in demand as a raconteur, giving
Strauss's last opera Capriccio.
his public lectures such titles as

"The Mouse in the Bottle."
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. • Lincoln's

"best recruiting sergeant," &
. "Destroyer of Tammany"

ROBERT BERKELMAN

Thomas Nast, Crusader and Satirist
In September 1864, Harper's Wee1dy published the most potent political cartoon that had yet been produced in this hemisphere. It still stands,
also, as one of the sharpest attacks ever made upon appeasement. Sarcastically Thomas Nast dedicated it to the Democratic National Con'vention, for recently it had confessed failure to restore the Union by
means of war, had demanded immediate cessation of fighting, and had
nominated General George McClellan, who resigned from the army
to run against Lincoln.
The drawing, "Compromise with the South," presented Jeff Davis,
dressed in a resplendent Confederate uniform and equipped with a'
whiplash, standing exultantly with one boot resting on a grave and
shaking hands with a crippled, bedraggled Union soldier whose bared
.head was bowed submissively. The tombstone was inscribed, "In
Memory of the Union Heroes who fell in a Useless War." At the foot
of it Columbia knelt in grief and shame. In the background, among
burning homes, a Negro family bowed, still in chains. In one comer
the United States flag, listing many memorable victories, flew upside
down. In the opposite corner flew the Confederate banner, marked
with "Slavery" and "Treason."
The reaction was explosive. So many thousands of soldiers and civilians throughout the North demanded copies that the edition had to
be greatly increased. Ultimately the millions of reprints played a crucial
role not only in the re-election of Lincoln (hitherto doubtful) but in
the final fulfillment of the Union cause.

Robert Berke1man is Chairman of the English Deparfment, and
Lecturer in Art at Bates College. He has published in the Saturday
Review, New York Times Magazine, Sewanee Review and others.
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Its success, of course, turned the spotlight on the artist-Thomas
Nast, barely twenty-four years old. As though in mockery, this stocky
young man strongly resembled the McClellan whom his drawing had
helped to defeat-swept-back, dark hair, black mustache and pointed
chin whisker, and dark, bold eyes. When General Grant, later, was
asked to pick the man who had been the most important civilian during the war, he was reported as saying, "I think, Thomas Nast. He did
as much as anyone man to preserve the Union and bring the war to
an end." Lincoln reputedly rated him "our best recruiting sergeant."
Yet today we remember many of the generals and quite 10rget the
cartoonist, if we ever happen to hear about him.
The son of a trombonist in a Bavarian military band, Tom Nast
had come to New York in 1846 as a youngster about to begin school.
There, handicapped by his fumbling English, he won attention with
scores of crayon drawings. With his father, now a musician in a Manhattan theater, he saw Lester Wallack, the Boucicaults, and Charlotte
Cushman; and at Castle Garden he heard Jenny Lind, the "Swedish
Nightingale." But drawing continued to absorb most of his time. Often
he was up at dawn to practice. While still in his teens he won a position
on the art staff of Leslie's Wee1dy. It paid only four dollars a week,
when it paid at all, but it acquainted him with Sol Eytinge, afterwards
known for his humorous sketches of Negroes; with Frank Bellew, to
become a rival cartoonist; and with such writers as Richard Henry
Stoddard and the ill-fated Fitz-James O'Brien. His phenomenal industriousness gained the attention of Mr. Leslie, and it was that editor's
crusade for clean milk that gave young Nast his first glimpse into dirty
, government.
In the meantime Nast submitted to Harper's Wee1dy a set of drawings lampooning police scandals, significantly Nast's first work for the
magazine with which he was to win fame.
After covering John Brown's funeral, Nast was sent to England by
the New York Illustrated News, there to make his Thackeraylike
sketches of the Homeric fight between the English champion Tom
Sayers and the Californian John Heenan. From this fight of fists, staked
by big-hearted Heenan, Nast voyaged directly to a fight for national
liberation. Giuseppi Garibaldi, recently a candlemaker on Staten Island,
had returned to his native land to unite it in freedom from Austria. In
Palermo, Sicily, Nast shook hands with the Italian. Washington,
donned the red shirt of his party (which Garibaldi told him had been
suggested by the uniform of the Manhattan firemen), and was so imI
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pressed that he hero-worshiped the man the rest of his life. From a
hilltop at Capua he was witnessing the commander's dramatic rallying
of troops when shells landed impolitely among the spectators and
suddenly the red paint of costume opera changed to real blood. After
Victor Emmanuel had finally been assured a united Italy, the Liberator obligingly sat to Nast for a portrait.
Returning to New York in time to meet Lincoln, the young reporter
was asked to follow the newly elected president to the inaugural. Nast
drew him speaking from a hotel balcony in Philadelphia and changing
trains at Baltimore. In Washington he stayed at Lincoln's hotel, experienced the fateful tension of the capital, and heard the inaugural plea
for brotherly understanding. But the wanderer who had come so recently from participating in the unification of Italy was destined to
witness the disunity of his adopted land. Soon hundreds of bitter attacks were launched upon the President, many of them by Northern
cartoonists. Nast, however, supported Lincoln's policies and never
caricatured him maliciously. Long before it was fashionable to do so,
he recognized greatness in the gawky man from the West.
In 1862 Nast became a regular worker for Harper's Weekly, a relationship which was to last twenty-four years and was to make magazine
and' artist interdependently famous. The Wee1dy had been founded
only five years earlier, designed to report the news and to present the
political discussion,which the allied Harper's New Montbly purposely
omitted. The impetus of the war and the vigorous leadership of Fletcher
Harper had already raised the circulation to 120,000, remarkably high
for the divided population of those war days. With Nast's drawings it
soon became the leading illustrated paper in the country.
Historical perspective makes clear that Nast could also be dead
wrong. His attacks upon President Andrew Johnson were the pictorial
equivalent of impeachment, and more ingenious than wise. Young
Nast failed utterly t6 see that Johnson was sincerely trying to carry
out the conviction of the very President whom Nast respected, and
.allowed himself, instead, to be swayed by the vindictive malice of such
Radical Republicans as Thaddeus Stevens and Charles Sumner. The
worst that can be said of his cartoons of the later sixties is that they
were prompted more by cheap gossip against Johnson than by maturely
balanced judgment. The best that can be said for them is that they
gave warning of his potentialities in political caricature. On President
Johnson he sharpened the axe that he was about to wield against Boss
Tweed and his accomplices.
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"Andrew johnson's Reconstruction" (1866), representing the President as a villainous Iago misleading a Negro soldier, was Nast's first
attack upon a national figure. His most ambitious assault was the
double- page "Amphitheatrum Johnsonianum" (1867)' It portrayed
the President as Nero, attended by humorously recognizable advisers,
all in Roman panoply and smiling down indulgently upon the massacre
of Negroes in the race riots of New Orleans. Simpler but meaner was
an 1867 picture of Johnson, in crown and ermine, capering with joy
over his single-vote margin in the impeachment trial. From his waist
dangles a pair of scissors, emblematic of his tailor's background; and
he flourishes aloft a bottle that turned his untimely lapse from sobriety
into a symbol of habitual drunkenness. It took two generations to correct the false impressions about Johnson that these cartoons helped
to create.
By 1868, in New York City, the voters of foreign birth-thanks to
extremely lax naturalization-totaled more than half the electorate.
Most of them w~re easily hoodwinked by William Tweed, chief of
Tammany Hall. In the fraudulent election of that year he and his
cronies were able to gain a stranglehold. He dictated all nominations.
His police and judges manipulated the laws. Most of the newspapers
were bribed or intimidated into silence. Soon the Boss bought five
Republican Senators and captured control of both city and state. Purveyors of supplies were obliged to pay 35 per cent tribute. Profits came
in like a tide.
The Ring was a well-balanced crew of pirates. Tweed himself was a
six-foot giant, weighing nearly three hundred pounds, yet quick of foot
and energetic. He had the tight mouth, jutting nose, and piercing eyes
of the fighter, but u..pon occasion he could summon up the hail-fellow
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voice and the patting hand. When Nast was an immigrant boy in lower
Manhattan, Tweed, only a few blocks away, headed a fire-engine company. Soon, however, he discovered that politicians can climb faster
than firemen. In quick succession'he became Alderman (one of "The
Forty Thieves"), Congressman, School Commissioner of New York,
member of th~ Board of Supervisers,-and State Senator. For political,
services "Jubilee Jim" Fisk and Jay Gould made him a director of the _.
notorious Erie Railroad. In 1870 he owned a sumptuous mansion on
Fifth Avenue. His horses were stabled in mahogany. Relatives were
strategically placed and handsomely rewarded. Political cake cast upon
the waters usually came,back. His daughter'S wedding was blessed with
gifts amounting to $100,000; her gown cost $4000. At Christmas,
Tweed played Robin Hood and gave $50,000 to the poor.
Peter Sweeny, lawyer and President of the Parks Commission, was
called "Brains," though he hardly looked the part, for his'forehead Was
low under bushy hair, and he appeared cold and sullenly stupid. The
City Controller, Richard ("Slippery Dick") Connolly, seemed quite
the opposite. His smooth-shaven respectability made him look intellectual, though he was nothing but an ignorant bookkeeper, just shrewd
enough to juggle figures.
. The pirate ship had two figureheads-A. Oakey Hall and John T.
Hoffman. Hall, a debonair clubman, was Tammany's Mayor of New
York. Nast dubbed him "O.K. Haul" and identified him with glittering, nose-pinching glasses that gave _him a perpetually worried look.
Hoffman was Tammany's Governor of New York and its rumored
"
nominee for next president.
Other periods and countless other cities have had their legalized
robbers, but these men constituted perhaps the,most brazenly powerful
clique of hijackers on record. In honor of the Boss, once a chairmaker
/ himself, they had the city buy enough chairs to extend seventeen miles.
On paper they purchased $7,500 worth of thermometers. A single item
of stationery came to $186,495.61. Their devices were many and devious
but the erection of a courthouse handed them the jnciest pie ever cut.
Plasterer A. J. Garvey theoretically received $50,000 a day for a whole
m'onth. His total income on the job (of course the Ring intercepted
the actual money) was $2,87°,464.061 In a cartoon sarcastically picking
"Vresident" Hoffman's Cabinet, Nast was to name Andrew Jackson
Garvey as Secretary of the Interior-"all kinds of plaster put on thick."
For months ~e Ring succeeded in keeping its villainy secret. Nobody had evidence sufficient to convict. Nast, however, made daring
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sallies against them when only one other publication, the heroic Times,
had the courage to speak out. Elderly Editor William Cullen Bryant,
of the Evening Post, was busy translating Homer. Nast's first cartoon
including the whole Ring appeared in the Christmas number of 1869,
opening his crusade with a loud trumpet blast. It was called HThe
Econo.mical Council, Albany, N. Y." Its title purposely sideswiped the
Catholic Ecumenical Council then meeting in Rome, for Nast suspected a growing alliance between Tammany and Catholicism. The
drawing presented~'Bishops" Tweed, O. K. Haul, and. Erie opening
chests of loot before HCardinal" Sweeny and HPope Hoffman I." A
legend on the wall chanted, "I am infallible Pius Hoffman, You are
infallible Cardinal Sweeny, We are infallible Tammany 'Ring."

Throughout 1870, Nast maintained a buckshot fire of accusations.
Early in 1871, soon after Tweed's Christmas charity, he drew blood
with "Tweedledee and Sweedledum," showing a furtive Sweeny taking
money from the Public Treasury and passing it to Tweed, pictured
with his $15,000 diamond sparkling on his huge paunch. Tweed, in
turn, gives some of the plunder to the poor, saying to his confederate,
"Let's blind them with this, and then take some more." When the
Boss saw the drawing he was not amused. "That's the last strawl I'll
show them damned publishers a new trick!" He threw out all the school
textbooks supplied by the Harpers, and had them replaced by books
from a Tammany publisher.
This was a really damaging blow. Most of the Harper directors wished
to retreat at once, but Fletcher Harper supported Nast. Thus encouraged, he launched another torpedo, "The New Board of Education"
(May 13, 1871). In it Sweeny tosses Harper books out the window;
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Tweed installs such texts as "Tweeny's History of the U.S.A." and
"Sweed's Honest Governmene': while Teacher O.K. writes on the
board, "Sweed is an honest Man" and "Tweeny is an Angel."
The cartoon evoked more laughter than action. A public meeting
protested giving Tammany more power, but Tweed insolently asked,
"What are you going to do about it?" and laid plans for controlling
Washington.
In the meantime an ill wind suddenly blew up a great deal of good.
The County Auditor was killed in a sleighing accident, and the Ring's
account books went a~tray. Soon the Times began publishing choice
bits from the Tammany accounts which a disgruntled bookkeeper
turned over. Perspiring Connolly offered the- owner, George Jones,
$ 5,000,000 to go away and forget it all, but he declined.
Nast packed the situation into a nutshell. The cartoon (August 19,
1871) depicted men standing in a ring, some frightened and some
playing innocent. The question has been asked, "Who stole the
money?" They all answer, "'Twas him." Hall points to Connolly, who
points to Sweeny, to Tweed, to Chairs, Plasterer, Gas Pipes, Awnings,
and so on, round and round the vicious circle.
The drawing drew blood. "Lees stop them damned picfures/' snarled
Tweed. "I don't' care so much what the papers write about me-my
constituents can't read; but, damn it, they can see pictures!" Nast was
changing the public's indulgent amusement to contempt and fury.
Probably no other political cartoonist has ever matched this sustained
molding of public opinion.
Threatening letters came to him, one of them sketching him in a
noose. Toughs loitered about his home in Harlem. A friendly police
captain guarded him until he moved his family over to Morristown,
New Jersey, for a change of air. A Tammany banker offered to send
him to Europe to study art. After working the temptation up to a half
million in gold, Nast assured his visitor,.,"Well, I don't think I'll do it.
I made up my mind to put some of those fellows behind bars, and
I'm going to put them there!"
During this autumn of 1871 Nast, only thirty-one years old, reached
the peak of his expressiveness. In a few months he hammered out
dozens of the most potent cartoons that this country had yet seen. At
the climax of the ~rusade, six _of his anti-Ring drawings app~red in
one issue. Until the task was finished he allowed no relaxation.
"A Group of Vultures" (September 23), one of his greatest, pictures
the Ring leaders as ugly vultures squatting on a mountain ledge around
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which bolts of lightning are whizzing. Vulture Sweeny, beak-nosed,
looks up apprehensively at a huge boulder about to fall into the nest.
Bloat-belly Tweed stares with vulture eyes, and with his vulture talons
clutches the corpse of New York. In a clutter lie the picked bones of
Treasury, Rent Payer, Law, and Suffrage. The caption: "A Group of
Vultures Waiting for the Stonn to 'Blow Over.'-'Let Us Prey.'" In
one glance the drawing conveys all of Swift's acrid disgust over the
filthy Yahoos in his Gulliver's Travels, and adds cutting humor. Nast
had a genius for hatred, and here his hatred was perfectly aimed.
Much of the same savagery went into the front-page cartoon (October 21) derived from Nation's statement that the bold Ring now feared
only violent death. Tweed doffs his hat to a scaffold and bows as deeply
as paunch will pennit. Hall, Sweeny, and Connolly cringe behind him.
Above their heads, on the wall, loom the shadows of four nooses. In
the same issue appeared "The 'Brains' ": the bulging body of Tweed
stands jauntily with hands in pockets; in place of his head, a pearshaped money bag with a dollar sign for features. Of all the pictures
in the campaign this one punched with most direct and concentrated
power.
Though Tammany accomplices began to desert the sinking ship, the
Ring itself was as defiant as ever because it could still buy votes. Two
days before the fall election, however, Nast stopped that connivance
by means of his most devastating cartoon-"The Tammany Tiger
Loose" (November 11). Developing the tiger's head that he had used
before as the symbol for Tammany (it had been the device of Tweed's
fire-engine club), he drew a slavering tiger rampant in the Colosseum
and clawing a woman lying prostrate on the American flag. Her crown,
marked "The Republic," has been knocked from her head. Other dead
figures and broken' swords lie about the arena. The Ring and its sycophants sit smugly in the imperial box. The imperial standard is labeled,
not S.P.Q.R., but SPOILS. The title: "What are you going to do about
it?" The answer: decisive defeat of Tammany at the polls.
Soon Nast depicted the results in "Something That Did Blow Over,"
showing Tammany Hall torn by a terrific explosion. Among the toppled'
stones henchmen fan a dilapidated Tweed, Hall hangs high by his
middle over a tottering arm of masonry, and Sweeny, clamping hat
down, scuttles off with a heavy bag. The day after election, in actuality,
Sweeny withdrew entirely from public life, later escaped to France,
and was forgiven when he paid $400,000 to New York. Before the end
of election month Connolly was put in jail, suppose~ly incapable of
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paying the one and a half million dollars demanded of him. Upon his
release, in a few weeks, he disappeared abroad. The dapper Mayor
finished his term of office, and joined the exodus to Europe, eventually
returning to a petty law practice.
Tweed himself was the most artful dodger. His odyssey is a picaresque
tale of in-again, out-again. Following his release on a million-dollar
bond paid by Jay Gould and company, he was re-sentenced to twelve
years of a lax imprisonment that allowed him to go riding with his
keeper and to dine in his own home. Even this, though, .proved too
confining. He escaped through Cuba to Spain. There the long arm of
Nast caught up with him. A sharp-eyed officer identified him 'by his
memory of a cartoon of Tweed showing him in prison stripes. A U. S.
warship escorted him home. In his baggage was fQund a carefully preserved collection of most of Nast's drawings of him. Before he died in
jail he had sixteen months to study them.
All in all, the City recovered less than $1,000,000 of the loot, but it
had learned a precious lesson-a lesson it was privileged to learn several
times again. Harper's Wee1dy had trebled its circulation, and Thomas
Nast had become known around the world. Poets praised him; preach-
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ers made sermons out of him. Newspapers once cautious, now boldly
credited him with being the leading spirit in a great cause. London
papers ranked him with Hogarth, Cruikshank, and Dore.
Not nearly so praiseworthy were Nast's associations with General Grant.
His aid in UIe two successful election campaigns added considerably to
Nast's prestige at the time, but in the light of history the whole story
reveals a less flattering side of the cartoonist.
"Two things elected me," testified the ge~eral, "the sword of Sheridan and the pencil of Nast." The artist never recovered from the
tribute. With more loyalty than judgment he supported Grant through
thick and thin. When the President negligently implicated himself in
the gold conspiracy that precipitated the fearful "Black Friday" panic,
the cartoonist who had blasted Tammany with pictorial lightning met
the Republican debacle with an innocuous picture of ruined Wall
Street and the caption, HWhat a Fall was there, my Countrymen!"
When Charles Sumner and Carl Schurz pressed for national reform,
increasingly needed in Grant's wayward administration, Nast ridiculed
the reformers unsparingly, drawing Sumner as a pompous ass and
Shurz as a ludicrous string-beanish Don Quixote. When Grant naively
appointed corruptible men and condoned their thievery with misplac.ed
loyalty, Nast looked the other way.
While Grant was coming up for re-election, Nast went to Washington for a closer look at national affairs. The Republicans rolled out
their lushest carpets. Prominent officials honored him with receptions.
Several times the White House invited him to dinner. The Grant
faction certainly did not hire him secretly; Nast was unquestionably
too honest for that. But men in power instinctively went out of their
way to capture the great fighter with honey. His gratitude grew swiftly
into lasting attachment. Thereafter President Grant and his friends
could do no wrong. Those who opposed him, or even criticized him,
in Nast's judgment, were either rascal~r simpletons.
The caricaturist's campaign against Horace Greeley was clever, funny,
and poisonously partisan. He pictured the great editor as a boor dancing
a jig and shouting, "Hurrah for Horace Greedey for President!" He
drew him as a doltish old lover-bald pate, fringe whiskers, hunched
shoulders, and spread knees-proposing to a beautiful young Columbia.
He implied that the Tammany thieves, Ku Klux Klan, and all the
political riff-raff were crowding with Greeley into a l:rojan horse on .
the plains of Washington. Readers laughed Grant into a second term.
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That second term was fouled by worse scandals. Of these the most
notorious concerned the Credit 'Mobilier. A construction company
formed by the Union Pacific Railway in order to drain off personal
profits, it had distributed shares to strategically placed officials, some
of them very close to the President. Here was an opportunity for
another crusade. But Nast's arraignment of the wrongdo_ers was mild
and vague. Washington friends convinced him that the affair was very,
very complicated and that he had better wait until everything was
clearer. Readers, however, 'asked, "Where's Nast?" Rival journals
mockingly published his obituary.
During Grant's second term, about '$75,000,000 of public funds
trickled into private pockets. Instead of airing the Republican scandals,
Nast kept busy peppering decrepit Tammany and defending hero
Grant from the plots of reformers. Of the many times he portrayed
the great commander and weak president he never once caricatured
him. Only once did he criticize him and that was for a wrong of which
Grant had been guilty all too often: standin& byan untrustworthy
friend.
All in all, the attachment bI;:ought Grant a loyal and powerful supporter, but it debilitated Nast at the height of his career, when the
nation most desperately needed his castigating vigor. It turned his political astuteness and bold idealism into mere partisanship and made him
more intemperate than forceful. This Samson was blinded though not
shorn.
The New York Public Library possesses eight folios of Nast's drawings and four of his own large scrapbooks containing news clippings,
letters, and odds and ends. Most significant are- the underlinings in
news items and editorials and the marginal sketching of cartoon ideas.
Others often volunteered suggestions, but he seldom used them. Before
the five children arrived, his wife read aloud to him from the classics
while he w0rked. As soon as he could affor4 it he hired a college student
to read to him. Often James Parton-relative by marriage, best-selling
biographer, and a hardy Republican-came to discuss politics.
Despite extremely brief schooling, he accumulated background that
brought variety and distinction to his work. He transformed Greeley
into Mr. Pickwick addressing the Club. Sumner and Shurz became
Robinson Crusoe and Friday. A modem Don Quixote spearing some
political windmill was a repeated favorite. Occasionally he echoed the
Bible. With delicious comedy he often appropriated Shakespeare's
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most famous lines or transmogrified his characters. Paunchy Tweed
became paun~hy Falstaff reviewing an army of jailbird vote-repeaters.
Elsewhere, Tweed objects to being given the ass's head of Bottom. A
candidate with a dark blot to hide is ludicrously cast a~ Lady Macbeth
muttering, "Out, damned spotl" Shakespeare, in fact, grew upon him
until he became practically his chief assistant.
Though Nast eventually mastered the subtleties of crosshatched
shading, his technique left something to be desired. His perspective
could be defective and his lettering sketchy. As early as his middle
twenties, however, he displayed phenomenal skill in catching likenesses. He needed no name labels. In 1865 his title-page drawing for
Mrs. Grundy, a short-lived weekly, won a competitive prize. In the
boxes and gallery of its pictured theater he drew, with pencil on wood
block, nearly a h4ndred faces that were clearly recognizable though
each was scarcely as large as a pin cherry. For the spoken words of his
figures he never resorted to the awkward loops customary before the
Civil War. Dialogue appeared at the bottom of his pictures, or he
lettered comments in the background. Often he cluttered his inferior
cartoons with too much ambitious detail. The best, though, were both
simple and massively striking, both transparent and solidly unforgetable-such as the Tweed with money-bag head and the Ring as vultures.
Those two possessed all that can be demanded of a truly great cartoon:
immediately recogniZable aptness, high moral conviction, and comic
force.
The cartoon of the Tammany tiger in the arena, by itself, may not
have given up its meaning with the quick stab that is so desirable; but
it demonstrated Nast's most distinctive contribution to cartoon art:
a planned, climactic continuity. That quality made his anti-Tweed
campaign his master achievement. He did more than make a point;
he drove it in, and by reiteration he made it stick. Each picture took
added force from those that went before, and the accumulation emotionalized the idea.
He also established recurrent symbols as an effective device. Uncle
Sam had been used before, but Nast's representation is the one that
has persisted. His version of Columbia, said to be modeled froni his
own wife, was accepted as the embodied conscience of the nation. The
Tammany tiger was his own invention, as were also Labor's cap, apron,
and hammer, and the workman's full (or empty) dinnrr pail. The
Democratic donkey had pricked up his ears as early as Jackson's term,
but it was Nast who established him clearly as a conventionalized
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symbol. Hardiestof all the political symbols that he created or popularized was the Republican elephant, which he invented in 1874. All of
these symbols offered the satisfaction of recognition, the basis of much
art, and they helped to dramatize his ideas.
As an ardent crusader, Nast was always stirring if not always right.
We have seen his bias against Johnson and his obsessive partiality to
Grant. Through the Franco-Prussian War the Germap in him led him,
not wrongly but immoderately, to ridicule Napoleon III; and he nourished a bitter phobia against Roman Catholicism in politics and public
education.
.

. ---.--.

His effectiveness in satire tended, however, to obscure the fact that he
engaged also in many constructive drives. He made sustained pleas for
fairness to the American Indian and to Oriental immigrants, for understanding between Capital and Labor, for adequate financial support of
the Army and Navy, for' personal temperance and municipal cleanliness.
His fights for civic honesty were worthy of a great soldier, said Theodore Roosevelt, who told him, "I ought to make a good official. I
learned my politics of your cartoons." To delight children all over the
world he drew pictureS' of Santa Claus every Christmas. From Nast's
Germanic saint, more than from any other pictorial concept, comes
our present popular idea of the jolly bringer of toys, with white peard,
glowing cheeks, fur cap, mittens, and German-named reindeer, With
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his account books of children's names and his spyglass with which he
looks down from his icicled parapet. The man whose cold fury routed
the Tammany tiger also enriched Christmas with his warmth.
About 1875, Nast's career reached its zenith. His prestige was immense. Billed on an illustrated lecture tour as "Destroyer of Tammany"
he took in $40,000 in seven months. His regular annual income climbed
to $25,000, untaxed-a princely sum for those days.
But in 1884, when he was only forty-four, two catastrophes struck
him crippling blows. He had entrusted much of his fortune of more
than $100,000 with the investment firm of Grant and Ward. Suddenly,
through the colossal dishonesty of Ferdinand Ward, it collapsed. The
innocent ex-President, duped again by an unworthy friend, lost everything, even his military trophies. Nast, misled into the venture by his
well-meaning idol, lost nearly all but his house.
That same summer the Harpers led the movement against the Republican nominee for President, James G. Blaine, the unplumed knight
of spoils. With gusto Nast joined the Independents and campaigned
for Democratic Cleveland. If his pictures did not elect the Democrat
they undoubtedly helped to defeat the Republican.
The defeat of Blaine, however, was a Pyrrhic victory. From Republican regulars Harper's Weekly and Nast received thousands of abusive
letters. The disaffection cost the Harpers about $100,000 and a loss
of circulation never quite regained, and Nast's influence declined
steadily. Two years later he resigned. The Democrats employed him
to draw for Cleveland's second campaign but failed to pay in full when
Cleveland lost. His work appeared here and there, but with no memorable continuity. The public began to forget him. Newspapers, intending no sarcasm, now and then referred to him as the late Mr. Nast.
Thus his career reversed the pattern for artists. His struggles came
after fame. Eventually he was reduced, his youngest son tells us, to
sketching portraits of dentists, lawyers, and tax collectors to pay the
family bills. His dwelling needed paint and the hinges of the carriage
gate were rusty because, he said, they had not been used since General
Grant's family last visited him. At auctions he sold his original drawings and letters from the eminent. Occasionally he went to The Players
but it was only to sit and listen to the merriment of others. His hair
and beard were now white, and a kindliness induced by suffering had
replaced the boldness in his face. His last public drawing, fittingly, was
a Christmas picture, in 1901, for Leslie's Weekly, the old magazine
in which his career had begun, forty-six years earlier.
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In 1902 President Roosevelt, whom he had long since caricatured
favorably, came to the rescue and offered him a consulship in Guayaquil, Ecuador. Though he was not quite sure where it was nor how the
name was pronounced, he jumped at the opportunity. After five months
of increasingly effective service in which his genial considerateness won
over the reluctant natives, he succumbed to yellow fever. They wrapped
"him in the flag of his country and buried him in the far-off land. His
. portrait appeared on the first page of the weekly whose fame he had
shared.
.
Bernhard Gillam and Joseph Keppler, folinder of Democratic Puck,
had been worthy rivals. They died several years before Nast. On
Harper's Weekly, which grew more domestic and less political, he had , .
been succeeded by W. A. Rogers. Nast had sounded prophetic alarms
and had sharpened his art as an independent weapon for stirring and
cauterizing. The new cartoonists tended, instead, to echo editorial
policy and to comment humorously on recorded events.
Nast was our Jonathan Swift. American literature has not yet produced satire to equal his Olympian war upon disho~esty and greed.
His best reached high. For ingenious craftsmanship with creative
variety, for comic force and savage incisiveness, for crusading idealism
and the power to sway public opinion he leads American cartoonists
and stands among the half dozen greatest in all history.
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an eighteenth century
vignette of
Buenos Aires
MANUEL MUJIC~

LAiNEz

Magdalena, 1797
Translated by John G. Copeland
In the fine early-morning April air, the funeral pomp of the fifth
Viceroy of the Rio de la Plata winds through the Plaza Mayor.
Magdalena has been peeking at it for some time through the halfopened blind, grasping the iron grate of her window. They are bringing
the deceased from his fonner residence in the Fort to display him
during the ceremonies of the Cathedral and of the convent of the
Capuchin nuns. They say that he is well embalmed, wearing the habit
of Santiago as a shroud, his sword at his waist. They also say that his
face has turned black.
Magdalena's heart beats wildly. From time to time she raises her
handkerchief to her lips. On other occasions, unable to control herself,
she abandons her hiding place and walks aimlessly around the enormous, gloomy room. Her dark gannents and mantilla disguise the
autumnal figure of a woman who has never been beautiful. But soon
she returns to the window and gently pushes open the frame. It's almost time. Within a few minutes, the procession will pass before, her
house.
Manuel Mujica Lafnezwas born in 1910 in Buenos Aires. In 1935 he
received the Gold Medallion of the Spanish Cultural Ins~itution,
and his work has been honored by the Buenos Aires Institution of
Numismatics and Antiquities and the Argentine Writers' Association.
His Vida de Aniceto el Gallo received the 1943 Municipal Prose
Award, and a novel, Los fdolos, received the "Alberto GerchunoffH
award for 1953-54. "Magdalena, 1797," is from a collection of
Lainez' stories entitled Misteriosa Bueno Aires, and appears here
. in English for the first time.
John G. Copeland is on the staff of the Department of Modern
Languages at Purdue while completing requirements for a Ph.D. in
Spanish from Indiana University. His Cuentos de Jorge Luis Borges
was recently released by the Monticello College Press.
..
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Magdalena wrings her hands. Will she have enough strength? Will
she be able to go out?
The phrases in Latin can be heard clearly now. The parade is led by
the dean, who is surrounded by the priests of the Cathedral and the
deacons. The ecclesiastical chapter follows, holding high the crosses
and banners of the brotherhoods. Some slaves have knelt beside Magdalena's window. Above their ft;lzzy skulls the maces of the Chapter
pass by. It will have to be now. Magdalena chokes down a cry, opens
the door and goes out.
Outside, the enormous Plaza, shimmering beneath the tepid sun, is
flooded with people. No one wanted to miss the ceremonies. The coffin
sways like a ship above the slow-moving procession. Now the members
of the Tribunal of Commerce and of the Royal Audiencia pass, with
the regent of the Superior Court. The Marques de Casa Hermosa, the
secretary of His Excellency and Commander de Forasteros pass. The
officials go, one by Que, to hold the ceremonial cloth which hangs from
the casket. The soldiers drag four old cannon. The Viceroy is going
toward his final place of rest in the Church of San Juan.
Magdalena joins the cortege, weeping desperately. In spite of the
inflexibility of etiquette, the nephew of His Excellency moves to one
side and gently touches her shoulder with his lace-concealed hand in
order to silence her excessive grief.
But Magdalena does not keep silent. Her moaning is mingled with
the liturgical Latin whose music adorns an illustrious name: "Excmo.
Domino Pedro Melo de Portugal et Villena, militaris ordinis Sancti
Jacobi . . ."
The Marques de Casa Hermosa turns his proud head slightly in the
direction of the person who is moaning so noticeably. And the viceregal secretary also looks her way, surprised. And the consuls of the
Royal Tribunal of Commerce. Those who are most surprised are Magdalena's four sisters, the four young sisters whose husbands have posts
in the city government.
"What can be wrong with Magdalena?"
"What can be wrong with her?"
"Why, she never leaves home-how do you suppose she got here?"
Neighbors comment a:bout it, muttering hypocritically amid the
sound of the long rosaries.
"Why do you suppose she's carrying on so?"
The weeping and show of grief disturb the four sisters. What can
the death of don Pedro matter to their elder sister, who has always been
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cloistered? What could have made her feel so close to such a great and
distant lord, to a lord whose orders were received by their husbands
.
with trembli~g, as if they came from the King himself?
The Marques de Casa Hermosa sighs and moves his head from side
to side. He smooths his white periwig and puts on his cape because the
breeze isbeginning to tum cool.
. ,
Now their footsteps echo in the Cathedral, overheard by the saints
and virgins. The rheumatic cannon are fired while, by torchlight, they
deposit don Pedro in the tomb which is guarded by ten soldiers. Each
one takes his place, zealously observing the rules of precedence. From
.the forward altar the glory of the psalms is heard. The dean begins to
recite the office.
Magdalena slips quietly in between the judges and consuls. She approaches the canopied chair, where the deacon of the,Audiencia feigns
profound meditation. No one dares to protest her attack upon the
hierarchies. The grief of this.woman is so terriblef
The dean, upon turning over 'his arms, which are outstretched like
wings for the first benediction, sees her and raises an eyebrow. The
Marques de Casa Hermosa coughs uneasily. But tqe nephew of the
Viceroy remains at the side of the distressed lady, patting her on the
back, calming her.
Only a few meters separate her from the tomb. Up above, his hands
crossed over his chest, rests don Pedro, with his trophies, with his
. . .
Inslgma.
"What is Magdalena thinking of?"
The four sisters are all aflame, like four torches. They sputter,
jealously.
"What can be wrong with her? Has she lost her mind? Or can there
possibly have been something, something very intimate, between her
and the Viceroy? But no, it's impossible. When could they havemett'
Don Pedro Melo de Portugal y Villena, of the house of the dukes
of Braganza, knight of the Order of Santiago, Lord of the Bed-chamber
in Spiritual Retreat, Equerry to the Queen, viceroy, governor and
captain-general of the Provinces of the;: RIo de la Plata, president of
the Royal Praetorian Audiencia of Buenos Aires, lies in eternal sleep
beneath the coat of arms which covers the ducal robe, the blazon with
~e towers and five escutcheons of the Portuguese royal family. Indifferent, his black face shines like ebony in the flickering light of the
torches. Magdalena, on her knees, trembles, responds to the "dominus
vobiscum."
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The neighbor ladies elbow one another:
"How scandalousl There is no longer even modesty in the world ...
And how discreetly she carried if onl"
But, simultaneously, something stronger, more subtle than their
scornful irritation, an indefinable respect toward her who was so close
to their master, filters intd the souls of all men and women present.
The procession winds toward the convent of the Capuchin nuns of
Santa Clara, of which His Excellency was protector. Magdalena is
almost unable to stay on her feet. The nephew of don Pedro gives her
support and the Marques de Casa Hermosa, in ill humor, murmurs
trivial words of consolation to her. The four young sisters don't dare
look at one another.
How cunning she wasl How she must have laughed to herself when,
with a thousand bitter allusions, they made her feel their superiority
as fertile, married women: contrasting themselves to this female who
was dried up,-roo dried up, old at forty years, without life, without
anything, who had never left the paternal mansion on the Plaza Mayorl
Do you suppose the Viceroy went there? Or did she go to the Fort?
Where do you suppose they met?
"What shall we do?" whispers one of the.sisters.
And now the corpse has been lowered into the grave which had been
opened beside the iron grate ofj the nuns' choir. Resembling a sumptuous doll, don Pedro disappeafed. He was too proud to listen to the
buzzing of the wasps hovering about his grotesque splendor.
The assembled crowd takes leave. The regent of the Audlencia, upon
passing before Magdalena, whom he does not know, bows to her
gravely, without knowing why. The four sisters surround her, overwhelmed, their pride broken. Their husbands, too, draw near and bow
in their rigid coats, peeking furtively all around as they do so.
They return to the large, empty house. No one says a word. Amid the
insipid beauty of the others, the maturity of Magdalena stands out
with scorching brilliance. It seems to them that they have not observed
her well until today: that only today have they come to know her. And
in some recess, in the most secret recess of their souls, the sisters and
their husbands fear her and admire her. It is as if an artist's brush had
varnished that lustreless, cracked canvas, rejuvenating her eternally.
Of course, none of them will speak of these things. It is not necessary to speak of these things.
.
Magdalena crosses the threshold of her house, erect, triumphant.
Now she will never leave it. To the end of her days, she will live locked

J
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within, like a fascinating idol, like a rare, precious, almost legendary
object; she will live in these gloomy rooms: these rooms which she
abandoned for the last time in order to follow the funeral procession
of a Viceroy whom she had never seen.

THE AUTHORITIES
The father's hands squeezed milk from unobjecting
Cows who patiently bore their names of Nell
And Daisy Snow while squirting theology.
"They think,'.' he said. "As sure as I'm alive
They think." And with his thirty-seventh year,
Decades be(ore his ultimate timely death,
He finally divined their thoughts. "As sure as heaven,"
He shouted to everyone, "they favor Law."
And Law it was. Maintaining extraordinary fettle
For all his days, he championed a single valid
Theme: Law, particularly its letter.
The son whose dog was named Urbino, rejecting
Milk, wrote monographs on Raphael
Whose figures Bowed. His theme was Harmony.
The Virgin in the Meadow, 1505;
Made his fame, b'ut he did l)ot stop here.
,
Knowing he breathed in unison with Raphael's breath
Which, incidentally, ceased at thirty-seven,
He warred against the evils which he saw
In life, ranging from watch bands made of metal
To the repulsive gaumy mess of a gelatin salad.
But who is to say his father's way was better?
-HOLLIS SUMMERS
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YELLOW
Was Van Gogh's quirk. Sun,
SunBowers, wheatfields, skin,
Were empty of spectrum, cardinal

With spleen. ArIes' photosynthesis
'Fluxed to no final sough His noon eye transfixeq the leafs
Important Bex, was the poppy petal's
Ulterior drug. So the cow was

t.

Yellow, so the cypress was,
The legume peasant at his ochreous
Tasks, cure and mayor, grape
And grass. Into bedlams of pollen,
Fevers of light, he went,
Stubbled with oaths to his quinined
Stare, jug-eared and chaff-haired - ape
Of his idiot shadow. Then,
Stabbed to its molten heart,
The land ran sulphur: the brazen goat
Baa-ed in a honey trap,
The rivers brimmed with volcanic butter.
Aqueduct and amphitheatre
Quaked and cracked in a golden fire.
Beehive dwarfs stamped the Roman steps,
And hunchbacks, hour by hour, .
Rang startled swallows from their tocsin
Heads. Ergot-deep in grain,
He cursed his yellow guy, and drank
His yellow wine, and with a yellow
Bullet scattered his yellow brains
To cosmic dandelions;
And crows rose in a yellow gang
To the meridian of his yellow eye.

-MARVIN SOLOMON

I
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Miss Sue
lady novelist
tender & true

C. L.

SONNICHSEN

A Feud for Miss Sue Pinckney
A heavy rain had fallen that afternoon. The trees were still dripping as
the mellow April dusk gathered over Hempstead. Supper was just
over in the little white house where Miss Sue Pinckney lived with
her bachelor brother John. In 1905 John was serving his second term
in the National Congress and they could have had a bigger dinner
in a finer place, but Miss Sue loved her small home (she called it a
"cottage") and was not about to live anywhere else.
"If you've finished, I'll clear away," she said to John and their brother
Tom, who had;eome by for a meal and a visit. "I suppose you want to
talk politics."
"What else is there to talk about," John replied, a smile on his rug·
ged, mustached face, and he and Tom fell to discussing the' events of'
the last few days.
The great campaign to run the saloon keepers out of their small East
Texas town had ended in triumph, and they were feeling very good
about it. They agreed that all that was needed now was a little help in
enforcing the law, and Hempstead's desperate days would be a thing
of the past.
'?
C. L. Sonnichsen, Chairman of the Department of English at Texas
Western College in EI Paso, has been a "feud collector" for some
twenty-five years. His first feud anthology was published under
the title I'll Die Before I'll Run. Dr. Sonnichsen admits to a
hank fondness for the little lady novelist whose works include
such little-known romances as Douglas: Tender and True. "Miss Sue
Pinckney" is a chapter from Dr. Sonnichsen's recent book, Ten
Texas Feuds, copyright 1957 by the University of New Mexico Press.
In this book Susan Shubrick Pinckney holds her genteel own
alongside such desperadoes as Gentleman lim Miller, master of
derring.do, and Scott Cooley, who had a fondness for scalps.

)
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"I don't think I'll go to the meeting tonight," TOQI said. "I've
listened to enough speeches."
"Well," his brother observed, "it's the last rally-just a wind-up;
though there might be some argument about those resolutions for the
Governor. A lot of people think they're too strong and may cause more
hard feelings."
"I doubt it, but anyway they won't need us."
John considered for a minute. "Oh, come on, let's go," he said
finally. "This will be the quietest meeting we have had. The Lipscombs
are all out of town."
Their sister came in to see them off and the three of them paused at
Wae door a minute to listen to the concert going on outside. All the
frogs in Hempstead (prohibitionists, naturally) had come out after the
rain and were shouting joyfully in every direction. "Did you hear
Tompkins' story about the frogs?" John asked with a laugh. (Tompkins
was his secretary.) "It seems this man owned a big swamp that was full
of frogs, and he contracted to deliver two carloads of them for frog's
legs. But when he went frog hunting, he couldn't find a single one.
All noise, no frogs!"
For a moment Miss Sue watched them walk away, skirting the
puddles and smiling over the deceptive nature of frogs. Then she closed
the door.
It was the last happy moment of her life. Within the hour the wild
melee still known in Hempstead as "The Courthouse Tragedy" had
broken out and her brothers were carried home, dead or dying. Like
many another Texas woman Miss Sue had lost everything she lived for
in a swift blaze of gunfire, and the hopes and dreams of her sixty-two
years lay about her in ruins.
Crushed as she was, she had to endure the further unbearable thought
that her own strong will had helped to bring them all to this fatal hour.
It was she who had roused her brothers to pull themselves up by their
bootstraps-to live up to their birthright and attempt to rise in the
_world. But for her they might all be alive and happy in the log cabin
they had started from. The irony of it could not have been more bitter.
It did seem that from the beginning her family had been reserved for
some special fate. She herself had always lived a life a little apart. Out-,
wardly she was a quiet citizen of Hempstead-the once hardbitten little
community which is still known, to the chagrin of its peaceful inhabitants, as Six-Shooter Junction. Inwardly she lived in a world created
from her family traditions, the sentimental novels which she loved to
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read, and the dreams and ambitions which drove her to make something
" of herself and of her orphaned brothers. \
Her fellow townsmen accepted the fact that she was different, though
there was nothing in her manner or appearance to suggest it. She was
delicate and slightly stooped. Her eyes were weak, and when she was
working with her flowers she shaded them with a white sunbonnet. Her
dress was always plain black. In every way she could think of she tried
to be modest and retiring. But the difference was there.
For one thing she did not go out. Hempstead was a sociable town,
and in 1905 everybody had'taken up a domino game called "42." The
partying and visiting went on at a great pace, but Miss Sue never played.
She enjoyed having her friends come to see her, but she never returned
their visits. She did not even go to church, though she was an earnest
Christian. Nobody thought of criticizing her for such small foibles. She
was Miss Sue Pinckney, and that was the way she was.
There was something else, however, which made her really extraordinary: Miss Sue Pinckney was an author; she had actually written a
novel. Not only that-the book had been printed. Those who had seen
it looked a bit baffled when asked for an opinion, but just the same it
existed and could be read. It was called Douglas: Tender and True. It
bore the imprint of the Nixon-Jones Company of Saint Louis, and was
bound in Miss Sue's favorite shade of purple. Naturally Hempstead
looked at her with a little awe.
She may have written as many as five or six novels, but characteristically she delayed until she was fifty before attempting to get into
print, and then waited fourteen years more before trying again. In 1906
her two final volumes were published, but they would probably have
remained modestly buried beneath her voluminous scrapbooks had she
n~t found herself in a desperate situation from which she wished to
get as far ~way as she could-even to the other side of the world.
The professors at the state universities who lecture on The Facts
and Backgrounds of American Literature have never heard of Miss Sue
Pinckney and her novels, and it is probably just as well that they
haven't. They would have no patience with her mannerisms and
affectations and might even treat her with contempt.
.Her characters have names like Muriel Dacre, Guy Walsingham,
and Lady Maud Villiers. Her favorite subjects are the affairs of English
lords, Italian countesses, and Southern aristocrats. She deals with love
stronger than death and death more beautiful than life. Her men and
women never eat a meal; they enjoy a "light repast," a "tray of dainties,"
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or a Hsumptuous collation." They never take a walk at dusk; they go
for Han evening ramble." A group of ladies is not a group of ladies at all,
but "a bright parterre of breathing flowers." In such a world one would
never say "How queerl" He would exclaim in well-bred accents:
"Strange, passing strange I"
We are too sophisticated to enjoy such flights 'as these, but it is well
to remember that Miss Sue constructed her imaginary world without
benefit of travel or association with people who knew what the real
world was like. Could she have been born fifty years later, she would
have made a career for herself and might have earned the respect of
even the professors at the State University. But she began her life in
1843, and women did not do these things, particularly in the South,
until after her time was past.
She was not too easy in her own mind about her writing. It meant
appearing before the public, and that was cheapening. Her mother
had convinced her that any girl who went to more than one dance in
a month was "common," and perhaps writing for money was common
too. She told herself that authorship was really the only outlet possible
to a woman of any breeding. "Not that ladies should compete with
gentlemen," one of her characters says. HAh, no, woman must fill a
humbler, holier sphere-that of home. Yet it is her right to embark on
the sea of literature."
From such passages in her books the pattern of Miss Sue's life and
thought can be pretty clearly made out. She was a Southern Lady of
the Old School with all the characteristic reticences, timidities, and
taboos, as well as the characteristic courage and pride. She was"so sure
that her formula was right and so ready to sacrifice everything to it!
It was supremely ironic that such a woman should find herself in the
midst of a savage feud-supremely tragic that just when the world she
dreamed of had become a reality, the cloud-capped towers and airy
pinnacles should be swept away forever.
People like Miss Sue do not just happen. They are produced by long
chains of circumstance. We can begin to understand her by looking at
her father, Thomas Shubrick Pinckney of Charleston, South Carolina.
Thomas made his first trip to Texas in 1836 to escape the consequences
of a notorious duel in which he had been an unwilling participant.
Later, when hi~ family opposed his romantic marriage to a delicate,
convent-bred girl from the North, he came to Texas to live, settling in
a log cabin near Field's Store in what later became Waller County. His
wife had to adjust herself to the most primitiv~ kind of existence among
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the crudest kind of people, and his five children had little to look forward to but the same rugged life for themselves. The proud Pinckney
traditions were for them part of a bright, unattainable dream.
Only for Sue did the dream become a reality when in 1848 at the age
of five she went back to the Pinckney mansion in Charleston for her
education. She knew comfort and even luxury, fed on the high history
of her clan, and had a colored boy to carry her books.
She was thirteen when she returned to a family whose faces she did
not recognize and whose ways were strange and uncouth. Of course
she was homesick for Charleston, and her unhappiness made her family
unhappy. Even her father was put out with her. "I wish that she was
back there," he was heard to say. "I think she likes those people better
than she likes us." Only John, two years her junior, petted her while
she was readjusting herself, and she never got over being grateful to
him fOfit.
She found refuge in reading and writing. The reading was what an
adolescent girl in the 1850'S would naturally pick up-tender tales of
sacrifice, devotion and death, mostly by female authors. Ouida was her
first choice (she had a complete set of Ouida), but passages in lier novels
show that she was almost as fond of St. Elmo and Beulah as she was of
Under Two Flags. Among the poets she read Campbell, Byron, and
"my favorite" Tennyson. When she wrote (and she was always scribbling) she let her starved imagination wander among rich, noble, and
high-minded characters; she explored the agonies of unrequited love;
and she lingered over the death bed of many a child who was "too
precious a bud long to adorn her earthly home."
Only once did a small private door to paradise seem to be on the
point of opening for her. That was when she fell in love with Groce
Lawrence, a vigorous and earthy young man of her neighborhood, the
complete antithesis of her story-book heroes. It was an honest attachment for both of them, however, and Sue was deeply hurt when her
father told Groce that he would rathe~ see his daughter in her coffin
than married to him. He said Groce drank too much and was a poor
risk as a husband for a delicate, idealistic girl like her.
Groce urged her to go away with him and be married, but she would
never have dreamed of defying her father. It was the supreme sin in
the books she read, and it was against her nature besides. Later she
admitted that it might have been better if she had run away, for her
lover went off to fight in the War between the States and did not come
back.
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Her parents never heard her mention his name again; but in three of
her stories she described an episode in the Battle of the Wilderness
when Lee ordered Hood's Brigade to assault.a position and prepared
to lead the charge himse1f. A young Texas soldier, "an eager look in his
dark eyes, a flush on his handsome face," took Lee's bridle rein and
said: "General, you must not risk your life. We will ~flke the position."
The boy was killed in the assault, but "always will the name of that
young Texas soldier, Groce Lawrence, live with the memories of the
wilderness and shine, side by side, with that of Robert E. Lee."

/

She risked more than a lover in those battles. Her brother Robert
was fourteen years old and John was sixteen when they marched away.
No wonder Miss Sue pictured the Confederate soldier as a mere boy
with an eager face and a manly desire to go home after the war and
take care of his widowed mother. She was remembering that Lee himself arranged to have Robert transferred out of Hood's Brigade,
remarking, "I did not know that 1 had babies in this army."
She never got over the loss of her sweetheart, and she never had
another. It was perhaps fortunate that she had precious little time to
think of herself. Misfortune followed misfortune in the years after the
war. Her father became a hopeless invalid as a result of wounds received in that youthful duel in Charleston. Her mothe~ied. She had
to take over the responsi\>ility for the whole family. Many women
would have become hopelek.dmdges under these burdens, but not Sue
Pinckney. She never gave up--never stopped looking for a way to break
the mold which was hardening around her.
There was not much to work with. The community at Field's Store
was isolated and brutal. There was no money, and no way to get any.
Household tasks took up almost all her time. But she had her brothers
-four of them, John and Tom and Tucker and Dick (whose right
name was Robert). They were growing up to be rough, good-hearted,
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undistinguished country boys, no different from their neighbors, but
they were her raw material and she went to work on them.
She talked to them about the Pinckney name and the Pinckney
blood. They were as good as their kinfolks in Charleston, even if they
were poor. Blood would tell. A Pinckney ~ould always be somebody.
Why not read law? A lawyer could rise high-make a fortune-enjoy
high social position-go to Washington, perhaps.
Somehow she struck a spark in those boys, especially in John. He
was working full time as a cotton weigher, but he began reading Coke
and Blackstone sitting on a cotton bale between jobs. Tom read law
too, thougli he was never as successful a lawyer as John. When their
father'died, John took his place as Justice of the Peace and a few years
later, as his ambition rose, he moved to Hempstead, taking the whole
family with him. In 1875 he was admitted to the bar, and Sister Sue
felt a deep but quiet satisfaction. Without her urging he never would
have done it.
Hempstead was a good lawyer's town, being full of trouble in those
days. Its feuds and difficulties were discussed familiarly in barrdoms,
livery stables, and barber shops all over Texas. The good people of
the place were always in a commotion because of the drinking, fighting
and hell-raising of a minority of the population. A restaurant owper
once blew a man's brains all over the ceiling for stating mildly that a
piece of pie was rotten. It was said that a thirteen-year-old who couldn't
drink a quart of whiskey and fire off a pistol was run out of town. A
typical anecdote illustrating the course of events in Hempstead describes a citizen perched on the curb in front of the Three Brothers
Saloon. A friend approaches him and asks for a chew of tobacco. "It's
in my hip pocket," says the man on the curb. "You get it."
In Hempstead it was not safe to reach for the hip pocket under any
circumstances.
The Pinckneys stepped into the middle of all this blood and thunder.
Dick Pinckney became a peace officer and for the next twenty years
his career was full of hair-raising episodes. John hung out his shingle as
a lawyer and in the course of time found himself on the outskirts of the
worst of Hempstead's community feuds.
When Sheriff Tom McDade was reelected In 1884, supposedly by
cornering the Negro vote, a majority of the white residents were fed
up with him. One disgusted voter wrote a piece for the Hempstead
Courier on the text, "How long, 0 Lord, how long?" In Hempstead,
this article declared, a m~n could steal a pig and go to the penitentiary,
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but let him commit murder and he would not even be 'brought to
trial. A sheriff who let such things go on must be either crooked or
incompetent.
It was not known who composed this blast, but McDade's son-in-law
Dick Chambers was deeply offended. On the street one day he boasted
that if he could catch the author, he would make him eat the article.
Standing nearby when Chambers made this remark was Steve Allchin,
a farmer and cattle raiser who also ran a dray line and had brains enough
to have done the writing.
"I'll father the article," Steve said.
Chambers took him seriously and shot him down, whereupon
Allchin got up off the ground and killed Chambers.
A couple of months later the tables were turned when Jack McDade,
the Sheriff's nephew, and a friend named Dick Springfield caught
Allchin off guard for a minute. They slipped up on him through an
alley and started shooting before he was aware that there was any
danger. He did his best to get to the Winchester on his saddle, but it
was too late.
In the fall of 1888 this particular feud situation came to a close when
Tom McDade, an ex-sheriff now, was assassinated in his own yard as
he stepped outside one night to get his si~k son a drink of water from
the well.
After the Allchin killing McDade asked John Pinckney to defend
the two boys, but John refused. Instead, he helped the prosecution so
effectively that both of them got prison sentences. Miss Sue was very
sorry about the whole thing, for the McDades and the Pinckneys had
been good friends. She even corresponded with Springfield while he
was in the penitentiary and worked hard to promote a pardon for him.
The gleam of comfort which came to her out of all this trouble was
the spread of John's fame as a prosecutor after the trial. When Governor Coke appointed him District Attorney in 1890, she was again a
proud and happy woman.
Still she was not satisfied. Ten years later she saw another opportunity and urged John to run for County Judge. He was not interestedhad no political ambitions, he said; anyway he did not know enough
civil law. But he ran. And he was elected.
Then in 1903 Tom Ball resigned from the National Congress,
thereby creating a vacancy which had to be filled by special election.
The last thing in the world that would have occurred to John Pinckney
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was to run for that office. It occurred to Sister Sue, however. She had,
in fact, been dreaming of just such an opportunity for years. John said
he had never asked a man for his vote, and never would. But Miss Sue
had no such inhibitions. She urged and pleaded and wrote endless
streams of letters. Luckily, John's opposition came apart and the electio~ simply fell into his lap, but he gave full credit tohis sister. Without
her urging, he said, he would never even have made the race.
And so it happened, when she was over sixty, that Miss Sue at last
had her chance to see what the world was really like. John insisted that
she go to Washington with him. The idea made her nervous, but not
nervous enough to keep her at home. She saw the Smithsonian Institution and the White House and the Capitol Building. She attended the
inaugural ball. She bought souvenirs for everybody back home in
,
Hempstead.
For the first time she could exchange her world of beautiful dreams
for a beautifuLworld of reality. Was she disappointed? She never did
say. But it seems entirely possible that Washington seemed a little drab
and commonplace in comparison with the European capitals in which
she loved to set her stories.
Whatever joy she felt was not hers for long, for now the clouds of
tragedy began to gather. The first blow came while she was away from
home. In April, 1904, her brother Tucker Pinckney was killed by a
gang of Negroes in the Sunnyside community where he had gone to buy
a couple of COWS1 Tucker had not been much of a credit to his people
and had associ,ec!J1imself with another young man of good family
who had gone ,a~st his raising and taken up with the Negroes. The
shooting broke out at a Negro, funeral, and apparently the assassins,
who fired from inside the'~hurch, wen~ aiming at the other man and
killed Tucker by mistake. A telegram called John and his sister home.
The news nearly prostrated Miss Sue.' If it had not been for some of
her Northern friends (toward whom she had been more than a little
stand-offish up to that time) she could hardly have done what she
needed to do. After that she never could 'hate the Yankees so
wholeheartedly.
, As if there were not bitterness enough in the county already, the
murder of Tucker Pinckney widened the breach which divided the
citizens. It was the "Courthouse Gang -long in power and tolerant
of corruption-against the old-line Democrats. The division went back
twenty years and more to the days of the McDade-Allchin troubles.

\.

H
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The "ins" were wily, resourceful, and unscrupulous. They cultivated
the Negro voters and perhaps resorted in a pinch to methods even less
tolerable. The Pinckney killing showed exactly where they stood.
Three Negroes, Abe Smith, Aaron Washington, and Jim Williams,
were arrested for the crime, but their white friends in Hempstead were
anxious that they should be put to as ,little inconvenience as possible.
They were taken off to Houston and kept in jail for a while; then let
out on bail. The names of seventeen men, both white and colored,
appeared on their bonds. The white men were members of the Courthouse Gang. The prisoners were defended by Captain H. M. Brown,
former District Attorney, and R. M. Hannay, former County Judge.
The Pinckneys and their friends burned with a deep and steady
resentment against these men.
Such troubles have been lived down or worn out in every county in
Texas, but in Hempstead things had to get worse before they could get
better. Just at the wrong mo~ent a new crisis arrived to generate more
heat. The Demon Rum was under attack again, and the embattled
Drys were determined to drive out the saloon keepers once and for all.
The Courthouse Gang, which was as wet as the Gulf of Mexico, stood
on the defense. John Pinckney, a prominent Dry, was up for re-election
and joined in charge after charge right up to the enemy breastworks.
Miss Sue was with him every step of the way. John Pinckney was a
plain man of few pretensions-no knight in shining armor himselfbut he felt, as she did, that the first duty of a Southern gentleman was
the protection of women and children. When the Prohibition League
was organized and the W.C.T.U. began appealing to the manhood of
Waller County to save the helpless victims of drunken husbands and
besotted fathers, Miss Sue Pinckney's favorite brother could not stand
idly by.
He did put his foot down, however, when his sister told him she was
about to take the extreme step of joining the W.C.T.U. "With the
money I'm spending and the time I'm putting in," he said, "I don't
see why my womenfolks should have to go before the public." So Miss
Sue stayed home and wrote a fiercely declamatory essay, which still
exists in one of her scrapbooks, on the evils of liquor. In her stories she
had already included mOore than one scene in which young love and
happy childhood were blighted by drunkenness.
God knows there was reason enough for Miss Sue's feelings. Since
the beginning of settlement violence and whiskey had gone hand in
hand. Even in the early days of statehood a strong wing of earnest citi-
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zens had stood for the regulation of the .liquor traffic, though they
would not stand for much else. The first profision for local option goes
back to 1854, and from 1876 until recent times Texas has gone into
frequent convulsions on this issue. The northern counties always felt
some obligation to make an honest man out of the unwilling drunkard,
but by 19<Y4 the ~entral district, including Waller County, had caught
fire. The women labored and pleaded and prayed. The Loyal Temperance Legion added the appeal of children's voices. And traveling
exhorters worked their audiences into a fine frenzy.
Waller County was badly tom up by this contention. In 1903 the
Drys had won a nominal victory, but the Courthouse Gang controlled
the enforcement agencies and as a result conditions remained as before.
There was as much rotten whiskey and synthetic gin as if the town had
been wide open. The blind tigers down in the river bottoms sold
potions which caused sickness and even death. And the town drunks
.
rioted as scandalously as e v e r . .
It was John Pinckney's stand on the liquor issue which sent him ba€k
to Congress for a second terin. His opponent was Judge Holt of Houston, a very strong contender. Nobody supposed that the country lawyer
would have a chance against the brilliant city politician, but Holt was
Wet and Pinckney was Dry, and Pinckney won.
In his home county, however, the Courthouse G~mg managed to
stay in office. These men, including the ones'who were helping the
Negroes accused of slaying Tucker Pinckney, were uncompromisingly
Wet and opposed to John Pinckney and all his works. There were loud
cries of fraud from the Pinckney party after the election. John and Miss
Sue went off to Washington for the second time, leaving behind them
a community more deeply divided than ever.
They came back in the spring of 1905 to join their friends and supporters in preparing for a finish fight. April 20 was the day set for
another prohibition election and the women were campaigning as
never before. A powerful exhorter named Mrs. Zehner was holding tent
meetings. She had only one lung, but it was a good one, and she held
forth almost continuously-meetings at ten a.m., four p.m., and eight
p.m., with a ladies' prayer meeting in the tent at three in the afternoon
while the men gathered in the Methodist church.
Everybody went to the meetings-there was no place else to go-and
some amusing stories are still told about the old drunks who rose in
befuddled obedience when Mrs. Zehner started trumpeting: HShow
me the man who squanders his money on booze. . . ." The emotional
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tension which she created in the town was terriffic. "1 would wade up
to my knees in blood for Prohibition!" one old lady declared. And she
came near doing it, too.
On the day of the election the women gathered as close to the polls'
as the law allowed and prayed, sang and buttonholed. "Come over and
help us, is the cry," was their theme song. Even the drinking me~ could
not resist such assaults as these, and Waller County outlawed the
saloons again.
The Drys were jubilant but wary. They knew from past experience
that they could not trust their present officers to enforce the law, and
the result was a petition, signed by two hundred voters and addressed
to the Governor, asking that a detachment of Rangers be sent to take
over. The petition was very plain-spoken about the county officials.
Some of the Drys would not sign it for fear of inflaming the feelings
of the community still further. It was decided. that the Prohibition
League ought to hold one last meeting to discuss the petition, and the
members were asked to assemble.
Hardly anybody thought there would be trouble. The election was
over and the people had declared their will. It was time now to bury
the hatchet and not bloody it any more. That was why John and Tom
Pinckney almost decided not to go when meeting time came around
on that moist and peaceful evening in April, 1905. But they went off
through the scented dusk, listening to the frogs' evening hymn, and
. stepped through the courthouse door into eternity.
About two hundred people were assembled in the court room on the
second floor. John Pinckney took his place on the rostrum with a
number of leading Prohibitionists, including Mr. and Mrs. Tompkins.
Old Captain Brown, who seemed a little the worse for liquor, was there
on the front row talking to his neighbors against the petition and
anxious to make a speech. Before the meeting was called to order by
J. C. Petty, he did manage to say a few words. Atferward he got up and
sat down several times, heckling and interrupting, while John Pinckney
delivered a brief address. He was still at it when Mr. Tompkins rose to
have his say. Tompkins would not pay any attention to him, so Brown
seized him by the coat and used some language which Tompkins did
not consider suitable. "My wife is here and you must cut that out," he
protested. "Tum me loose!"
As Tompkins resumed his discourse, Brown pulled out a pistol and
struck him on the head with it. Brown's son Roland was sitting on a
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table at the rear of the room when this happened, and he moved
forward in an attempt to get his father away.
. Then it was as if a match had been set to a powder barrel. The whole
place blew up. Somebody' fired a shot, and in an instant the floor
around the rostrum was full of struggling, shooting men.
John E. Mills, a strong Dry who had recently moved.in from an outlying community, was killed. Tom Pinckney was shot twice through
~e small of the back and died next morning. Captain Brown was also
shot in the back, the bullet penetrating his heart and killing him instantly. John Pinckney was hit four times and died almost at once.
Roland Brown got a flesh wound in the breast.
Two of the dead men, Mills and John Pinckney, were unarmed.
Could a massacre like that have been the result of spontaneous combustion? Some people today will tell you it was, but there are more
who believe it was deliberately rigged up by the saloon keepers and the
Wet politicians. A story was current at the time of the trouble that
some undercover work was going on.
"It will probably never be known just how many people took part
in the shooting," said the Houston Post. "The younger Brown went
out of the court house after emptying his gun and a tall man who
cannot Il,ow be placed was seen to hand him another gun and also to do
some shooting. It is thought that some took a hand in the firing who
escaped injury or detection."
The tall man has never been officially identified, but dozens of experts went over the ground after the fight, analyzed every shot, and
calculated the angle of the bullets which had imbedded themselves in
the walls and window casings. The conclusion arrived at by some of
them was that men had been posted in the jury boxes in the towers at
the comers of the court room which were reached by a flight of winding
stairs and commanded every comer of the place. It may be that there
was something to the story.
The roar of the guns echoed from end to end of the little town and
the streets were almost instantly full of frantic women. Many a sad
scene was enacted that night. Captain Brown's daughter Mary was rehearsing for her wedding, announced for the next day, when they told
her that her father was dead.
It was worse at John Pinckney's house when they brought the
brothers home to their sister Sue. John did not speak a word after he
was hit. Tom was able to make a brief statement. "If I wanted to shoot
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a man," he said just before he died, "I wouldn't shoot him in the back."
For Miss Sue Pinckney the ruin was complete. Three brothers gone
in eight months, including John, her special pride. Her mind must
have wandered back to the log house at Field's Store-to Groce Lawrence and her early love-to the books and stories she had written and
laid aside-to the beginnings of John's success with which she had haq
so much to do. Line by line and contour by contour she had forced the
unwilling clay of their lives into a mold which should ha¥e brought
them dignity and honor. And each step she had taken had brought
them all closer to this. What bitterness must have been hers as she sat
that night between a dead and a dying brother and wished herself back
with her loved ones in the log cabin she had been so glad to leave.
'Well, it was all over now-all but the last rites and eulogies which
seemed so useless and empty. In Washington a session of the House
was set aside to comIYemorate the old Confederate soldier who had
taken a modest seat among the mighty. Half a dozen men, including a
young Representative named John N. Gamer, rose to give the dead
man his due. A Congressional delegation appeared at the funeral and
was lost in a concourse of mourners whose numbers showed the
universal respect in which John Pinckney was held.
None of it was much help to Miss Sue. The dream of her life was
dead, and her estate in Utopia had shrunk to a lot in the Hempstead
cemetery.
One final blow was reserved for her. While she was in Austin attending the trial of Roland Brown (who was acquitted), who should
appear but Mr. Neale the publisher! He wore a frock coat and a top
hat and had a bundle of contracts under his arm. In her distress Miss
Sue was an easy mark. Without consulting anybody she signed Mr.
Neale's papers, hoping to make ten thousand dollars and take her shattered heart abroad. She paid him $2000 to print two more books, two
thousand copies all told, and all she got out of the bargain was fifty
copies of each of them when they were published in 1906. What
happend to the other 1900 volumes (if they were printed at all) nobody
knows. Only a few specimens of In the Southland and Darcy Pinckney
got into circulation, and they are hard to find now.
On November 23, 1909, she died in Houston at the home of her
niece, Mrs. George Scott, and she rests now in the Hempstead cemetery
beside her brothers-as much a victim of the feuding spirit as if she had
fallen in the "Courthouse Tragedy" with a bullet in her heart.
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a child's story
for grownups

E. W. TEDLOCK, JR.

The Little Engine That Went Backward
[for David, who saw it] ,

ONCE UPON A TIME, REALLY NOT SO LONG AGO BUT A LONG WAY OFF,
THERE WAS A BOY WHO SAW A STRANGE UTILE ENGINE GOING ALONG

UNDER mGH mLLS.

This boy had seen engines before, and heard them too. He lived out
in the vast, open land of New Mexico. And there he had seen the big,
streamlined, yellow and red engines of the western railroads, shooting
straight across the land beside the roads. And he had heard them too,
throbbing and humming their powerful Diesel-electric motors. And he
had heard their voices, big bull-frog voices warning the people that
they were coming very fast. They sounded like grown-up people ina
great hurry.
Now, far away from these giants, the boy saw and heard this strange
engine, the little engine that went backward.
He was riding in the car with his father and mother, and his sister
and brother. For a long time they had been winding and turning
through the blue hills of Tennessee. Then they entered a valley, and
there was a shiny railroad track going along straight among the trees.
E. W. Tedlock, Jr., authority on D. H. Lawrence whose latest
Lawrentian venture has been a visit to the British Isles to foIIow the
kicked-over trac;es of this author, teaches contemporary fiction
at UNM. The drawing of the little engine which accompanies this story
is the work of his son Dennis.
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Then they saw a cloud of smoke coming down the track, and his
father said: "Do you know what?"
What his father said was part of a game they played.
.
The boy answered: "No, what?" And his father said, in a surprised
sort of way: "Here comes a STEAM engine."
The boy looked and looked and listened and listened, and the smoke
got bigger and bigger and he began to hear a panting HUFFING
sound, and a round, black engine rumbled up and by, not as fast and
smooth as the big, gleaming western engines, but with much more
HUFFING and CHUFFING and breathless PUFFING of white
steam from its sides.
This engine was not, of course, the little engine that went backward.
No. They had to drive a long way through the valley before they saw
this engine. In fact, they had nearly forgotten about engines, when
suddenly, on the other side, they saw a railroad track again. Even the
track was trange. It looked tinier and not so straight, and at first it
seemed t be moving instead of lying there nice and quiet on its bed.
Then s denly there was a soft huffing and puffing and rolling sound,
and t. little engine glided toward them through the trees, GOING
BAC
ARD, pulling a train of tiny cars by its nose.
But all they really noticed was the strange little engine, and the wink
of its headlight, like an eye, and a soft panting voice that said: "Did you
think I would be a big, noisy engine? Did you think I would be going
forward like all the other engines?"
The father looked at the boy, and the boy looked at his father, and
they began the game again.
"Do you know what?" said the father.
"N0, what?" answered the boy, though he knew what.
And his father said in a surprised sort of way: "That engine was not
only a steam engine. It was going backward."
He stopped the car, and they all turned their heads and looked backWard to where the little engine had gone. And there it was, just a little
way down the track, stopped, with its headlight softly winking at
them.
They looked at each other. And the father said: "Do you know
what?" And they all said: "No, what?" And he said: "I want to talk to
that engine."
The boy answered: "So do I." And his mother and his sister and hie;
brother all exclaimed: "So do I." So they turned the car around and
went back to where the little engine was waiting, chuffing and huffing
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and puffing, and winking at them with the eye of its headlight. They
all got out and dodged across the road full <Qf forward racing cars to
where the little engine waited among yellow flowers growing in the
cinders.
uHello/' said the boy. "We want to talk to you."
The little engine gently raced its wheels and answered in a low,
whistling voice: "I want to talk to you, too. What do you want to
know?"
uWell," said the boy. "Of course we want to know why you go
backward."
,
UNo reason why I shouldn't," said the little engine.
"But," the boy said, Hall the other engines go forward."
The little engine raced its wheels rapidly, backward,· and whistled
rather sharply: "Anybody can do that, and anybody does. I'm not anybody, and I hope you're not anybody. At least you stopped to talk to
me, and you had to go backward to do it."
"Well, as for that," said the father, Hwe turned around. We didn't
go backward. We came back."
uSame thing, nearly," the engine said, racing its wheels a little, backward, showing how it was done. uyou came back, even though you
were coming back frontward. Now, look at those people out there,"
and the little engine winked toward the road, where the cars were
racing by, all going forward. HSee all those anybodys, doing what anybody can do?" It raced its wheels contemptuously.
The boy liked the little engine. He looked at the cars on the highway,
all going forward, and he thought of all the other engines he~ad seen,
all going forward. "You're right," he said. "You're wherer than everyone goes, and backward is better than anyone knows."
The little engine winked at him, and blew a little ring of white steam
gently 'up, and raced its wheels very gently but very fast. "Thank you,"
it said. uYou can come to see me do it any time you like. Do you want
to see me do it now?"
"Yes," said the boy. "Oh, yes."
The little engine chuffed once, and huffed once, and began to puffand roll away, winking its headlight at- the boy all the time. It gathered
speed, and went away backward down the track. And after a while, all
they could see was its wink, and then even that was gone.
The boy and his father and mother and his sister and brother dodged
across the road and got slowly into the car. It seemed that the only
thing they could do was go forward.
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"I'd like to go backward," said the boy.
"So would I," answered his father. And his mother and his sister and
brother all said: "So would I."
So, for a while, his father backed the car down the road. But it was
:getting late, and they were a long way from home. Besides, all the other
cars were going forward, and that made it hard for them to go backward. So after a while his father sighed, and they all sighed, and his
father turned the lear around, and they went forward, just like anybodys.

ADVICE TO SCHOLARS
A shuttered room is best for taking notes:
Lust of the eyes can ruin the sternest mind
If one so much as glance outside. What gloss
Of furry diction, of whatever close-bred
Rarity, can break the mongrel hold
Of any season loose within the year?
.
Green world, white, or brown-a peek through a broken
Slat is fatal. All earth's citations prove
No systematic thumbing of the leaves
Can match a maple's index.

...

I tried it once. Objectively I sat

Correlating incunabula
Beside a window giving on the moon.
Stolidly I studied vellum texts,
Emending Gothic vowels with Bat precision,
Until that subtle satellite had spun
Deep into the casement's orifice,
Keats-like. I erred: I looked-the garden's ghost
Impaled my brain upon a moon-spiked sky,
Crippling my cry for shutters.
-LARRY RUBIN
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Mexico's
shell builder

)-

ESTHER McCoy

Felix Candela
The dissatisfaction of the public with the sterile cubic masses of the
International Style of architecture is mainly responsible for the intense
interest today in structural shells of concrete and in geodesic domes'.
Our love of soap bubbles and of balloons is perhaps at the root of our
fondness for the geodesic dome. It is space fantasy, and has yet to be
conquered by the realism of usable architecture. The concrete shell is
a different matter. It is the most economical way to roof large areas,
and produces beautiful forms on the landscape.
The poetic architecture of today arises mainly out of the principles
of engineering. The close relationship between physical laws and the
esthetic sensibility can be noted in the work of Felix Candela, Mexico's

c

A wartime engineering draftsman for Douglas Aircraft,
Esther McCoy has also worked as an architectural draftsman
with R. M. Schindler, California architect. She has done
considerable writing and editorial work on modern
architecture, and is also a shortstory writer of some note.
Diagram above: Vault of Stock Exchange, Mexico City, 1953.
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shell-builder, as in Pier Luigi Nervi's-Italy's great master
of concreteand the earlier bridges of Maillart.
All of these men have used the material most common to the less
prosperous countries: reinforced concrete. We are inclined in the U. S.
to use concrete in compression, as if it were stone, but Candela has
taken advantage of its plastic properties, in shells so thin that their
inspiration seems to come from nature rather than classical architecture.
Among the two hundred fifty shells Candela has designed and built
for Mexico, and the dozens that are on his drafting board, are a bandshell with the delicate flowing lines of a flower. Starting as a vertical,
it ends as a horizontal, with a 4o-foot cantilever. The doubly-curved
vaulting of Mexico City's Stock Exchange, a solution for the pro.blem
of how to admit natural light while screening out sub-standard buildings in the rear, produces a miraculous kind of indirect illumination
which plays on the supports and the vaulting. One of his late markets
also uses light as an architectural material. By piercing the shell with
glass blocks he achieves a functional mosa~c with solids and voids.
The Iglesia de la Virgen Milagrosa in Mexico City, 1954, is a series
of reinforced concrete umbrellas, first used in markets. One day, he
reports, he was looking at some of the diagrams of the steep umbrellas,
and said to himself, "This is a church." His first opportunity to develop
them in terms of what he calls a traditional church, proved to be the
most economical plan submitted. The area is 16,500 square feet, and
the church was built in ten months at a cost of $41,000. Candela's firm
does contracting as well as design, often the case in countries other
than the United States.
The umbrella columns are tilted to receive the full thrust, and this
gives to the interior the appearance of an imaginary medieval forest.
"This came as a surprise," Candela said. The spirit is Gothic, which
seldom can be summoned by the architect who deliberately sets out
to copy its outwardness.

ATILLO CHAPEL
COYOAcAN,

1955
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There are many kinds of structural shells. The ~est known is the cylindrical vault, the first type to be built-the Zeiss factory in Jena', Germany in 1924. This came after a hundred years of mathematical
investigation, and was made possible by the development of a plastic
material, reinforced concrete, at the end of the nineteenth century.
In the United States, shells are still an architectural indulgence, while
in Mexico they are economically feasible. "They say it is because we
build with slave labor," Candela lamented. ~'But it could be done
almost as cheaply in the United States." Los Angeles' bold structural
engineer, Edgardo Contini, is ready to agree. However, he believes
that the price of experimentation at the moment is prohibitive here,
even when its ultimate goal is a great saving.
Geography often determines the structural system here-sometimes
a county line is the deciding factor. It is only in large scale structures
such as bridges, where cost is not the first consideration, that the engineer can pick the structural system most approp{iate to a project, or is .
free to experiment with new ones.
Candela's first lesson in shell construction came from nature. Natural shells derive their strength from their compound curvature rather
than their thickness. The stresses are so low that no one point is more
vulnerable than another. But there is little about nature's rigid shells
or elastic membranes to remind one of Candela's. The warped (1 Y2
inches thick) surfaces of his church resemble the membqme drape of
a bat's wing, and the single leaf of the roof of EI Atillo Chapel in
Coyoacin is like a sheet of paper twisted in the wind. The umbrellaform shells, which are both support and roof for his numerous factories, have an organic character that falls more within the tree than
the marine family.
But as in the horticultural world, where plants are classified according to their fruits, the architectural shell is a structural family whose
continuous surfaces are integral with -the supports.
The essence of the shell is its thinness, and it·is here that Candela
has made a singular contribution. In 1951, after building several more
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common types of shells, he tried his first hyperbolic paraboloid. This
was the roof for the Cosmic Ray Pavilion at Mexico's University City,
and its main requirement was that it be thin 'enough to admit cosmic
rays. The roof he designed is % inch tHick, with steel reinforcing rods
VB inch in diameter.
Such dimensions are usual in aircraft design (one of the new planes
has two layers of skin beaded together, which add up to .28 inch) but
in the skin of a permanent building it was unknown. Experimental
work with plastic brings us close to it, but it remains for the most part
a project for the future.
The Cosmic Ray Pavilion was a special case. Most of Candela's shells
are 1 Y2 inches thick, a safer dimension not for strength, but to prevent.
the concrete from buckling while drying.
"What do the workmen think of the shells?" Neil Deasy, president
of the Southern California chapter of American Institute of Architects,
asked.
UI do not tell them we are building anything unusual. The form
lumber is laid in straight lines, so it does not appear complicated. In
fact, it is not complicated. Except for its name-hyperbolic paraboloid,"
Candela replied.
He says that since the invention of modem mathematical analysis
we want to use it on every problem, without considering whether there
are more obvious solutions. "It is an essential requisite of our times to
calculate everything. In the case of the hyperbolic paraboloid, lengthy
calculations add only to the cost and accomplish little." This is because
calculations never take into account the unpredictable deformations
in concrete shells.
Shell building in the United States has been confined to types for
which the formulas are simple, such as cylinders and what Candela
calls "revolution domes." Those which demand an intuitive approach
are neglected.
uThe imposing stone vaults of Gothic cathedrals and the daring
domes of the Renaissance," says Candela, uwere built without help
of differential calculus, but instead with a great sense of equilibrium
and sound judgment of the play of forces; qualities more necessary indeed to a real builder than full knowledge of mathematical
intricacies."
Candela designed his church in one week, and calculations made
later served only as a check. He builds no test models. "All my models
are life-size," he says.
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1954

Felix Candela was born in 1910 in Madrid, and was graduated from
Madrid's Escue~a Superior de Arquitectura in 1935. "I was a poor
draftsman, and I did only moderately well in esthetics and philosophy,"
he says. "This taught me to be interested in another question: the
secret of what makes a building stand up."
His father died while he was in college, and to earn money Felix
Candela tutored students in analytical geometry and strength of
materials. "After teaching other students for a year or two, I began to
understand the subjects myself. By this time I was very much interested
in the shell. I learned German and French to continue my studies."
Candela applied for a scholarship upon graduation to investigate
shells in Germany. "There were three applicants, and I was not considered. However, the jury was evenly divided on the ·other two, so I
got the scholarship."
But when he reached the border of Spain he was turned back. Civil
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/)' siders fortunate; he was left free to attack the problem of the shell in
his own intuitive fashion.
Candela spent the next two years serving as an architect with the
Republican Army. Of this he says simply: "One does not choose the
time when he is to be a man, he accepts it. And it is as good to learn
things from life as from a profession. One must become a man before
he can think of becoming a prominent architect." .
When the Republican Government fell, Candela crossed the border
into France with 500,000 of his countrymen. Most of them lived in a
concentration camp. The fallen government used what money it had
left (to which the Quakers added funds) to keep the refugees alive
and to relocate them.
"One day in 1939 my name was called. I do not know why. I was
told I was to go to Mexico. I was without money. I did not have a
jacket. I was sent to the State of Chihuahua, where I was put on a
construction crew to build wooden huts for a Spanish colony. There
were 20,000 of us who went to Mexico."
After a year Candela went to work as a construction superintendent
for a contracting firm building in the Spanish Colonial style. In 1941
he and several other refugees formed their own contracting company,
and with a fortune of ten pesos he went to Acapulco to build post and
beam structures in concrete. By 1944 he was able to send for his
mother, his younger brother Antonio, his sister and his fiancee.
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Antonio brought' the family luck. He had hardly arrived in Mexico
before he won close to $10,000 in the national lottery. This was invested in the production of two motion pictures. HAnd then we were
poor again/' Candela says.
He was past forty years old before he built his first shell. He saiJin a
speech he read at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1954: "The
mathematical barrier so cunningly laid by the German scientists who
developed the method restrained me for some years from seriously
considering the possibility of building shells myself. A picture of the
reinforcement of Maillarfs shell at the Zurich Exposition gave me a
hint of the real behaviour of such vauIts. 77
His seven years' work with shells has made him a recognized master
of this structura:t-system. It has also placed him in a position of importance in the post-revolutionary days of architecture. The revolution,
which began to be felt at the tum of the century, and which freed
structure from the chains of obsolete decoration, left the skeleton unchanged. Architect and engineer alike dismissed structure as a nuisance.
But between the fields of these two professions there existed, as
Candela has said, a no-man's land upon which few dared to tread. He
names Maillart, Nervi, Nowicki and Wright as ones of sufficient talent
to take a stand in the land between.
Candela's name must also be added. In a few years of work he has
narrowed the space immeasurably, and has introduced new and permanent forms on the landscape.
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a story of
a stake-artist

\
TOM BURNAM

The Grove
...
"Can't I make you understand?" the farmer said. He was a spare, tall
man with dark eyes in a seamed face weathered by wind and blizzard,
summer dust and summer sun. "My granddad planted that grove.
When I was ten years old-."
The engineer gestured, a small impatient motion of his hand conveying only a generalized irritation.
"I know, I know," he said. "You told me all that."
The engineer was weB-filled-out, not heavy-set exactly but certainly
not slender. He wore scratched leather puttees, breeches, and a hat
which, because it was new, he had only yesterday allowed his spaniels
to worry until it had been tugged and chewed enough to take the newness off. He was squatting on his haunches; under his arm was a. roll
of dog-eared blueprints. They bore no relevance to this matter of the
grove.
The transit-man and the chain crew and the stake artist, the latter a
nineteen-year-old crew-cut city youth trying to earn enough money to
get himself back to college in the fall, were sitting near the battered
Highway Department station wagon, smoking and listening.
An edge of desperation crept into the farmer's voice. "You don't
have to run the highway through there," he said. "It wouldn't cost
__ one extra cent to swing it around the grove to the east. You could
balance your cut and your fill better, in fact."
Tom Burnam says no one will ,believe that he was born in a log cabin
on the shores of Swan Lake, Montana. He doesn't care if the art of
conversation is dying, because he'd rather watch Wyatt Earp on TV
than listen to most conversations he's heard. His fiction has been
published in Harper's, Esquire, Colorado Quarterly, All-Story
Braille, and elsewhere; his poetry in Saturday Review, Arizona
Quarterly, and other magazines. Burnam is a professor in the Division
of Humanities at Colorado College, supervising creative writing. .
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"Nobody worries about that any more," said the engineer. "We used
to balance cut and fill in the old days, which is why we're having to
relocate so many roads now. Now we just run'em straight, and to hell
with the dirt left over."
"Or the dirt you have to truck in from twenty miles away," said the
fariner.
"Yeah," said the engineer. He squinted his eyes and appeared to sight
along an imaginary line which cut through the grove.
"Run 'em straight," said the fanner, and spat into the dust. "Run ..
'em straight, so a bunch of hot-rodders can see how fast they can get
from one saloon to another, and if they can't get there fast enough,
why, they drink in their cars and throw the bottles and beer cans off'
onto the right-of-way."
The engineer did not answer. Being a neat-minded person, he secretly
shared the fanner's disgust for those who threw out the dead soldiers
and the crumpled popcorn bags and the Kleenex, always the Kleenex
like a ragged trail for an idiotic game of fox-and-goose, but he did not
feel any particular moral objection; to the engineer, it was a matter
of neatness and order. Highways were made to run straight, with clean
shining gravel at the shoulders and geometrically-spaced shrubs on the
big cuts and a neat line exactly in the center with no ragged, fanned-out
paint edges. And anybody who threw out a beer can or took a potshot
at a road sign, destroying its neatness and unity, or drove so he had to
slam on his brakes and ptrll off-8nd teat up a shoulder ought to spend
a year in jail. The mess, that was what the engineer hated most: messiness, disorder, untidy people with un~dy minds.
For some time no one said anything. The fanner leaned against a
front fender of the station wagon. He pulled a damp package from his
sweat-stained shirt pocket and took out a rumpled cigarette, pulling and
smoothing it between his fingers. The young stake artist, glad of a
chance to lay down the heavy canvas bag filled with clean white pine
stakes, leaned back in the shade of the station wagon. His sympathies,
such as they were, were with the fanner; he had worked for the engineer
long enough to wish that he had got placed on Larry's crew instead;
Larry was easygoing, and besides his crew was running a line up in the
mountains, where it was cool.
The transit-man, fresh out of engineering school, squatted like the
engineer close to his instrument and scratched idly in the wann dust
with a chip the stake artist had knocked off with the hatchet when he
had shortened a stake to make a bench-mark..
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were
not1 much interested in the
argument but, like the stake artist, they were grateful for a chance to
take it easy while the brass argued with another damn farmer. They
did not feel strongly on any subject involving road-location; they were
old enough to know that they would never, now, rise above their jobs;
they were good at handling the hundred-foot-Iong steel tape, but they
had long since been classified somewhere in the limbo between unskilled labor and craftsman-professional. Vaguely, without much
thought, they tended to identify with the engineer though they com~
plained bitterly, in private, about his peculiarities. They would have
complained thus, and did, about anyone else to whose crew they were
assigned. Farmers, true, were generally the enemy, always squawking
about gates left open or wheat trampled down or some damn tree
that had to be cut away to make room for chain or rod, bu~ farmers
were farmers, what the hell?
"I don't see much point in all this," the engineer said finally. "We're
only running a preliminary survey anyway. Pro~bly never get the road
built." ,
"I've heard that one before," said the farmer bitterly. "That's what
they said to Henry Bleekman. Now the highway runs right between
his house and his barn. Every time he wants to feed his stock he's got
to cross the highway. They didn't even put in an underpass."
"The law doesn't provide for a passenger und~rpass," the engineer
said, with an air of great patience. "Or at least the highway department
won't pay for one."
"They'll pay for a stock underpass," the farmer said. "Henry's trouble
is he wasn't born a cow, I guess."
The engineer stood up and stretched, belching gently as he did so.
"No point in all this," he said again. "Ready, boys?"
The farmer moved too, suddenly, almost violently. He took the short
step or two to where the engineer was standing and sld, looking him
directly in the face, "You won't brush me off this way. I won't have it.
You stay out of that grove, d'you hear?"
The engineer did not answer at once. He prided himself on the way
he could handle farmers; he felt that now was the tiriIe to reinforce,
by his silence, the majesty of the State, whose representative he liked
to think he was: the end-link of a chain running through the District
Office to the Bureau and ultimately to the Governor himself.
Slowly the engineer reached into the pleated pocket of his neatly
creased khaki-eolored shirt and drew forth a sack of tobacco and a sheaf
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of cigarette papers. He placed the cardboard tag at the end of the string
on the sack in his mouth, letting the sack dangle as he used both hands
to form the paper into a neat trough, and he rolled the cigarette neatly,
efficiently, but with a certain faintly insolent timing to his movements.
Then, with deliberation, he reached into his other shirt pocket and
brought out a wooden match which he scratched easily on the seat of
his breeches. Lighting the cigarette, he permitted himself a long satisfying draw before answering.
"Look, mister," he said. "We've got the law on our side, you know.
And we've got a job to do. And where the road's got to go, it's going."
"It don't mean a damned thing to you," the farmer said angrily, "that
my granddad planted that grove, and I've watched over it since I was
old enough to walk. It don't mean a damned thing that every time we
have a family reunion we go to a special place in that grove and have a
big picnic dinner, everybody there, all the kids and old folks and-."
The engineer cut him short. Already they'd been stalled here for
forty-five minutes. "Sorry," he said shortly. "We can't afford to waste
any more time like this. You want to be uncooperative, well, go ahead.'
But we're going to run that line."
The stake artist ground out his third cigarette since they had stopped
to talk to the farmer, and started to pick up his canvas bag and hatchet. )
To his astonishment, the farmer turned on him.
"Don't you make a move, son," he said. "You aren't going any'"
where."
"But-" the stake artist protested. "I was just getting my stuff together." He felt foolish, and he felt betrayed. Didn't the farmer know
that he was on his side?
But before he could say anything further, the farmer turned on his
heel. "Go on," he said over his shoulder to all of them. "Go on. But
you'll do it at your own risk."
The engineer, who had walked over to the transit-man, turne~. "Just
what do you mean by that?" he said.
"Yeah," muttered the stake artist, who felt that he had been unfairly
drawn into something that was no concern of his.
But the farmer said only, "You'll find out what I mean. You'll find
out." He walked away toward- his house. For'a moment the group
around the station wagon stood motionless. Then the engineer turned .
to them.
"Come on," he said harshly. "You going to let some damn clodhopper scare you?"
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As the stake artist followed the instructions of the chainmen and
the transit-man, marking the stakes with a heavy blue metal-sheathed
.crayon, pounding them into the ground where the chainmen indicated
after centering them on the line established by the transit, he was
increasingly depressed at the thought of the argument between the
engineer and the fanner, and increasingly indignant that he sho~ld
have been drawn into it. It wasn't his job to decide where the line went,
or whose trees might get cut down if they ever did really build the
new road. He was just a college student spending the summer at a job
paying as good as most, and more interesting than some.
And why had the farmer turned on him? Was it just because he'd
been the first to make a move, after the engineer told the farmer off?
No; the transit man had moved at the same time, swinging his instrument in the direction they were going now. Couldn't the farmer see,
said the stake artist to himself, that he was just doing a job?
They reached the center of the grove about three in the afternoon;
preliminary lines like this went fast, stretching themselves out in
hundred-foot gulps: set up the transit, run out the chain, place the
stakes (no rocky ground here either, but good rich wheatland offering
only a satisfying resistance to the pounding of the hatchet on the tdp
of the stake), move the transit when you got too far from it, hundredfoot stride after hundred-foot stride.
Then they ran up against the tree. It was a tall slender white pine,
stretching magnificently upward, dominating the smaller pines and firs
in the shady grove. It stood smack in the way of the transit. On its bark
was carved a series of initials. Some were dated; and some were quite
ord. This, it appeared, was where the family reunions were held: a crude
bench had been built close to the base of the tree; homemade rustic
picnic tab1es were scattered about and a rough rock fireplace stood not
far away.
The engineer turned to the stake artist. "Chopped down any trees
lately?" he said pleasantly.
':With this?" The stake artist indicated his hatchet.
"There's an axe in the station wagon," said the engineer.
"But-" said the stake artist. The transit-man interrupted him.
"We can offset the line easy enough," he said to the engineer. "Just
a couple extra set-ups and we'll be right back on center."
8 The engineer flushed. "I know how to run an offset," he said. "But
I don't see why we should bother. One tree down isn't going to matter.
Whole damned grove will be down sooner or later."
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"Be just, as quick to run the line around," the transit man said
~~~~

.

"The hell it would," said the engineer. "Look at the terrain. Take
you an hour to get a decent transit set-up." He turned again to the stake
artist. "Go get the axe." _
As the stake artist reached into the back of the station wagon for the
heavy double-bitted axe carried for just such contingencies, he felt resentment rising. Why couldn't he be kept out of this? Why should he
have to be the one to take the first overt action against the grove?
"Ought to have a gasoline chain-saw for jobs like this," said Andy, the
chainman. "Hell of a lot quicker."
.
"This won't take long," said the engineer. "Good for a stake artist to
handle something bigger than a hatchet now and then, anyway. Gives
him muscles."
.
The stake art~t picked up the axe; calculating where to strike the
first blow, he had just started to swing when he heard the farmer's
hoarse yell. He hesitated and looked toward the direction of the voice.
The farmer was running toward them through the grove, running
awkwardly because the shotgun in the crook of his arm threw him
somewhat off balance.
"Go on," said the engineer. "Chop it downl" But the stake artist
lowered the axe. Jake and Andy retreated to the station wagon, where
they half-crouched behind the hdod. The transit-man stood by his
_ instrument, unmoving.
"I hope you know what you're doing, mister," said the engineer as
the farmer stopped some thirty feet away, holding the shotgun cradled
in his arm.
"All I know is, that's one tree you're going to leave alone," the
farmer said. He was breathing heavily, from exertion and excitement.
He turned to the stake artist. "What are you doing?" he cried. "Do
you want to chop down my grove?"
The stake artist did not know what to say. He felt trapped, and he
felt helpless. He fingered the smooth handle of the axe, and lowered
his head. "No," he said in a low voice:
The engineer turned on the stake artist. "You do what you're told,"
he said, "and you like it. Do you hear? You like it."
From behind the station wagon, Jake could no longer contain himself. "Oh, hell," he called. "Let's leave the damned grove alone. It's
quitting time anyway, or -damn near." He was immediately sorry he
had spoken; he'd been with the highway department, one job or an-
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other7 for twenty Yerrs; sti1l7 he could be fired; he was just an hourly
laborer7a working stiff.
The engineer7 however7 gave no sign that he had even heard. He
said to the stake artist7"Start chopping. H
Hesitantly the stake artist raised the axe again.
"You d0 7son/ 7said the farmer 7"and you7ll be sorry.H
"Oh 7Jesus Christ/ 7shouted the engineer. "Here. Give me that axe.'7
He seized the axe from the stake artist; handling it awkwardlY7 he
raised it above his head. The sound of the "chunkH as the axe bit into
the tree was terrifyingly shattered by the roar of the shotgun; his eyes
wide with fear and surprise7 the engineer gasped, leaned against the
tree, and slowly slumped to the ground in a moment of appalled silence.
A multitude of little ragged places had appeared high on his right
shoulder and blood was seeping from them.
The stake artist was young and strong; what followed was more
reflex action than anything else. In any case, after the shot the farmer
had simply stood numbly, the gun lowered, as if astonished at what
he had done. Still, as he leaped and bore him to the ground, the stake
artist was surprised that the farmer offered so little resistance.
The stake artist picked up the gun, and hardly knowing what now
to do-the farmer was sitting on the ground, his face in his hands-he
held it pointed at the farmer.
"It's only birdshot," the farmer was moaning. "I didn't really mean
it, I didn't really mean it, it just went off. H
The stake artist was outraged. "Damn youl H he shouted at the
farmer. "You might have killed mel H He knew the farmer had shot at
the engineer and not at him; yet he kept repeating, "You might have
killed mel HHe broke the gun, ejecting the rshells, the one fired and the
one unfired, and grasping the gun by the barrel he swung it around his
head and threw it as far as he could. It hit a small tree, breaking the
stock, and fell into a clump of bushes.
Andy and Jake and the transit-man had gathered around the engineer. His wounds were not serious; most of the birdshot had missed,
flying above his shoulder; a Jew pellets had caused· the ragged holes in
his neat khaki shirt from which the blood still seeped.
"Can you walk?H asked the transit-man. The engineer nodded.
"Break out the first-aid kit/' said the transit-man to Jake. "He'll be
all righe' The three of them, Andy helping support the engineer,
moved to the station wagon after Jake.
The farmer had by this time pulled himself awkwardly to his feet.
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He was leaning against a smaller tree near the spot where he had fired.
There were tears running down his cheeks.
"I couldn't stand it," he said. "The grove-I couldn't stand it."
The stake artist felt an overpowering urge to destroy, to rage and
chop and maim. He picked up the axe and swung as liard as he could
at the small scar on the tree where the engineer's only blow had fallen,
and he chopped until he had, wounded the tree fatally; it would die,
now, even though the stake artist had not chopped it through and it
still stood.
_ He paused, gasping, and wiped the sweat from his face. He was very
much ashamed of what he had done. Out of the comer of his eye he
saw the farmer, poking at his face with an old red bandanna, move
toward him, and then the stake artist was astonished to feel the farmer's
arm 'on his shoulders, which were still heaving from the frantic exertion
of his blows.
"I'm sorry, son," the farmer said.
But the stake artist shrugged off the arm. "You've got no business
acting like this!" he cried. "I killed your tree! Why don't you-Why
don't you-" He paused. "This wasn't my fight," he said, but his voice
was uncertain. "I had nothing to do with it. Go see the engineer. I
never wanted any part of it."
"Come on!" called the transit-man. "We've got to get to town."
"O.K., O.K.," said the stake artist. His eyes sought the farmer's.
"What did I have to do with all this?"
I
"You'll have to answer that," said the farmer.
The transit-man threw the station wagon into reverse; spinning the
wheels, he backed into position to head for the highway, and town.
"Get in," he said, "or stay here. We're leaving." He shifted into low;
the stake artist had to make a small running jump onto the open tail
gate as the station wagon pulled away. He settled himStlf on the floor,
back-to-back against the rear seat where Andy and Jake were.
The stink of exhaust gas sucked in by the open tail gate assaulted the
stake artist's nostrils as he watched the figure of the farmer, who had
turned at last arid started walking slowly back toward his house, become
smaller and smaller and less and less distinct through the dust kicked
up on the gravelled road leading to the highway.
Jake, who had not had time for the final expert twist which would
flop the steel tape into a neat coil, reach~d down to finish his job.
Andy, sitting beside him, turned arourid an~ punched the stake artist
playfully on the shoulder.
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"There's one for your professors," he said. "You can tell 'em all
about the time you took a shotgun loaded with buckshot away from a
mad clodhopper." His tone was not entirely without malice.
"It was birdshot," said the stake artist, uncomfortably.
"Hell, no," said Andy. "Buckshot. No glory going after a gun loaded
with birdshot."
"Aw, layoff," said Jake. "He done a good job on that damn hayseed."
Jake chuckled, the first time anyone had laughed since the episode.
"That farmer sure went down like a ton of brick when old Stakey, here,
tackled him."
The station wagon stopped for the highway and then lurched roughly
ahead onto the pavement. "Take it easy," said the engineer, though his
color had largely returned; the shock of the minor wounds was wearing
off. "Think the boys at the State Office will recommend me for a
purple heart?"
Jake threw his head back and roared with laughter, glad of any
chance to secure himself again in the engineer's good graces. "By God,
that's all right," he said. "A purple heart." Even the transit-man smiled.
"Let's not forget Stakey, here," said Andy. ','He ought to get something out of it." His voice was friendlier.
Caught up in the common bOIid which united the five of them,
partners in adventure, the stake artist felt the tensions they had experienced during the incident of the grove draining away.
''I'll settle for a bronze star," he said. "You can stick it-."
"Careful, boy," interrupted the engineer. They all laughed again,
( Jake until the tears came.
"I was going to say, on my stake-sack," said the youth.
The smooth black ribbon of highway receded as the stake artist
watched. There was a quartering wind now, and the smell of the exhaust was no longer apparent. The stake artist slowly relaxed; he began
to see the argument, the shooting, the chopping of the tree, the farmer
himself falling at last into proper focus. It would be a good story, back
on the campus; he visualized the ring of faces around him in the fraternity house, laughing fit to kill, as he recounted what he had already
decided to call The Battle of the Grove, or Clodhopper's Retreat.
/
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ANDANfE,FOR NO TRUMPET
(A DESCANT)

Alone in the house on a Sunday morning
When all the uprisen bells are falling
Over the autumn frosts and the awning
Floats in a tent of light,
I rise from my bed with a kind of cunning
Our gods allowed us in all our sucking
Under the breasts of exile, drumming
Over the flats of guile.
\

I step in my rooms till the rising echo
Drives me out on the crackling meadow
ADd further still, to the mind's own shadow
Alone in the bell of day
Where the tongue cries softly, sorrow, sorrow,
And memory, frail as a childhood sparrow,
Cheeps in the nest of the bone's own marrow
In naked birds of praise.

Then back to the house, though house is only
A gourd in a knot of memory slowly
Drying around a cup of coHee
In Sunday's lonely sound.
The resounding prophets were wilder, fairer,
Or so I thought, young in love and terror;
Now the tap of a spoon, though free from error,
Nowhere can call us home.
Alone in the house on a Sunday morning,
As still, as still as the mind's own shadow
Winding around a cup of cofl.ee,
The black taste of no God,
Under the breasts of exile drumming,
Memory says, as frail as a sparrow,
That the tap of a spoon, though free from error,
Never will call us home.
-JOSEPH LANGLAND .
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New Mexico
the land
and the paradox

JOHN DEWITT MCKEE

The Unrelenting Land
New Mexico answers no questions. It is as impersonal as an equation,
as unpersonified as a law of physics, and more immutable. Yet not immutable at all, but ever-changing; set solid as a boulder, yet changing
with the sun. The land itself sings no songs, tells no tales, will not be
romanticized into prettiness. It does not give, nor does it ask.
Still we stand fascinated by the unanswered question, pulled like
Ulysses to the unsung song, stretched tight to breaking toward the
story that quivers forever on the brink of being. And if we are tuned,
we vibrate to the unheard melody, we take the salt of wisdom from
the words unspoken.
What is it then that holds us to this curious, raw, new, old and
savage land? It is not love, for the land itself is too aloof for love. It is
not landscape, for there is no landscape here. There is only the land, .
which can no more be trapped for taming than can the fleeting watermelon color of the mountains, come and gone between one eye-blink
and the next. Landscapes can be whistled in and -brought to heel,
ordered and arranged in frames. But this! So seemingly inert, Impas.
sive, barren, this land will not submit to capture.
The land's alive. It has a tensile strength unkown in the matronly
luxuriance of greener places. It has a thrusting power not found in
the contented pregnancy of midland fields. This land is impassive, yes;
but it is never passive. The land itself by slow degrees takes those who
John DeWitt McKee is author of "Two Legs To Stand On,"
a book published by Appleton-Century-Crofts in 1955, an
excerpt from which appeared previously in Atlantic Monthly.
McKee is a teaching assistant in English at the University
of New Mexico. His Ph.D. thesis subject in American
Studies is "William Allen White: The Respectable Rebel."
Drawing by Peter Hurd from "Sky Determines," by Ross Calvin.
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come to it and shapes them till they fit, till they take the color of the
desert, tiII they can look almost unwaveringly at the sky. This is the
land then. This it is that holds us, this and the paradox.
Consider the paradox. Here is a land uncompromising in its honesty,
the naked geologic ribs of earth stripped for man to try to conquer.
There is about this land an unrelenting clarity whose very air would
seem to make a lie impossible.
Nevertheless, a shabby falseness walks upon this land, a movie-set
unreality which stems, perhaps, from insecurity and results in an intellectually self-conscious insistence that the observer take for bed-rock
reality what is instead either imported veneer or artificial and mechanical resurrection.
For the culture that exists here-as opposed to the Culture which is
so hopefuIIy advertised-is a colloidal compound of traditions. Soine
of the traditions were here from the beginning; they grew from the
earth with the Indian. Some came from Spain or Mexico, some from
the Midwest, some from the South, others from New England. This
land, which is like a cat and belongs to no man, has taken to itself the
.traditions of all of \Vestem man. There is no culture here. There are
only cultures, swirled together like many oils of different weights, on
water.
What stands for culture here, however, makes much of Culture.
It shows off like a boy walking a board fence. It takes inordinate pride
in its success in blending "three cultures," by which it means the
Indian, the Spanish, and every other culture of which the New Mexican
is compounded, which it lumps as "Anglo."
As for blending, we've taken the architecture of the Pueblo Indian,
which grew out of earth and necessity and remained a part of the land,
and we've built things of steel and hollow tile and cement blocks,
adding useless mass because that mass is a part of the appearance of .
Pueblo architecture, and we've called it "modified Pueblo." We've
hung dubious Navajo blankets in front of roadside "snake pits" to draw
the tourist trade, and we've provided places where you can "watch the
Indians work," like queer fish in a waterless aquarium, while they make
for you "authentic" Indian jewelry.
Here Society seems somehow transplanted, too-like an orchid in the
desert-unreal, pretentious, self-conscious. Adolescent Albuquerque,
the biggest city in New Mexico, its nerve center, its cultural hub, goes
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into the world of after-dark wearing green mascara and falsies and
sophistication.
Here individuality has become a cult, demanding a sort of conformity
in non-eonformity. There is pride in being an artistic center, a literary
center, a meeting place for intellectuals. But it is a defensive pride.
New Mexico is not unique in this. It is, in fact, a national phenomenon
which began in colonial days. But the poseur is the more obvious because the works of man, dabbed impertinently upon the face of agelessness, ephemeral everywhere, seem even more so here.

The organized individualists decry the decline of taste, and write
and paint and think in circles, to be read and viewed and discussed
in the closed circle of the organization, creating a sort of artistic and
intellectual hoop snake with· its tail in its mouth. Nothing can succeed,
apparently, unless it is organized. One must "belong" to dance the
square dance, to grow a beard, to appreciate poetry, to love horses, or
to learn to unsex the Chinese elm. Recreation itself is organized and
departmentalized and loaded with people who have been especially
trained to organize it and departmentalize it.
Neither is this a provincial nor a regional matter. It is nationwide,
and it goes beyond the arts and recreation. The plumbers, the morticians, the service station attendants, the bakers, the bottlers, the meat
packers, the dry cleaners, the model builders, the philatelists, the hi-fii
addicts-name your group. It is a group, complete with president, vice
president, secretary and treasurer.
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Perhaps no man can any longer face the immensity and complexity
of the land alone. Perhaps the idea of "teamwork"-in medicine, in
advertising, in religion, in nearly every human endeavor-is a necessary
weapon with which to combat fear. And perhaps the very insistence on
organization has generated a fear of being alone. If the soul needs solitude as the tree needs room to grow, we may be afraid to grow. For even
if we pride ourselves on being different, we surround ourselves, for
protection, with others who are being different in like manner.
The group is everywhere, but here it is more obvious, being naked.
Against this land, beneath this sky, men gather under banners to give
necessary meaning to themselves. Much is made of diversity, and there
is diversity in plenty. But it is group, not individual, diversity. It is selfconscious diversity, supported by organization for its own sake. It does
not have the integrity that makes differentness incidental. Only from
an honest and unpretentious expression of self can grow, paradoxically,
a fundamental unity. And from that unity can grow a culture that fits
like a loose jacket, with no necessity to call attention to itself. The
culture here, on the other hand, binds the swelling chest of its own
self-consciousness.
II
There is a reason for this, too. American society has always been
fluid, always moving, always looking for the- new frontier. And 'here is
the last of the frontiers. !his land which is old is yet so new. What was
a somnolent village yesterday may be a bursting city today, with the
stink of boom about it. There is space to move here. The new frontiersmen see the space, the sky and the mesa, the desert and the forest, but
they are baffied by the land that under-girds them. Or they ignore it.
The artist deprecates, and is deprecated by, the businessman; the
scientist jostles the cattleman; the intellectual shouts baffied imp'recations from his tower; and the features of the Indian become more and
more blurred as he becomes more and more "assimilated" and helps
the white man carry his burden. The dances, the legends, the art, and
the religion of the Indian are already being mummified and preserved
in the collection cases of the "tradition" hunters.
And here they place a tradition in an iron lung and will not let it die
a decent death. They build an association around it to give pneumatic
similitude of life to the tradition, and busyness to minds besieged by .
boredom. They do not realize that when it is pumped up and preserved
in associations and annual meetings, it is as false as the seeming blush
of life on the rouged face of a corpse. They fail to see, for instance,'
that the strength of aesthetic pleasure in folk arts is rooted in the
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realize, for example, that the conglomeration which passes for Spanish
Colonial or modified Pueblo, because it is cut off from the roots of
aesthetic and pragmatic necessity, is bastard architecture. The fiesta
dress, on the other hand, is in a tradition and is alive. It is alive because
it is aesthetically pleasing, and it is practical. So far as architecture is
concerned, a new tradition may arise in the Southwest out of the growing practicality of solar heating. These things can become and remain
traditions because they grow out of the needs of the people on the land
and out of the land itself.

It is fascinating, this New Mexico, and the paradox is no less fascinating
than the land. But one can only explore. New Mexico gives no answers.
It is a grinding, clashing, many-cornered conglomerate. It is cattle and
oil and cotton; it is mines and pines and mountai,ns. It has, in spite of
all the 'unconscious attempts to spoil it, a fine, firm honesty, like the
uncompromising, harsh beauty of the malpais. But it wears a coy
curtain of po~ing, poster-paint culture,· much like the flapping canvas
come-on of a carnival sideshow: The backdrop is real; the show itself
is not; for behind the curtain is still the same hula girl from Keokuk.
Yet the land holds us and shoves our roots hard and deep into the
rock beneath the shifting sand. The sky holds us, curved tight above
the land like the -blue bubble of a bomber. And the scything windsweeps of the cattle-dotted grasslands; the dust-blown, curving plow
tracks in the cotton fields in winter, and the nodding, waving whiteness
of the same fields in the fall; the oil pumps, singly or in ranks, sucking
nectar from the earth like metal mantises, living to devour-these hold
us and mark this place as home. Rising out of long forgotten seas like
a massive shrug of shoulders, the mountains stand firm and hold us.
Volcanic cones against the sky, monuments to the grandeur of past
violence, hold us, too, in something that approaches awe.
l\1an may scratch the past with his frail stick plow. He may fling
himself into the future seeking limits to the limitless sky. He may
strut upon a stage too vast for any drama he may make or comprehend.
It does not matter. It is the land that holds us here. It is the unrelenting
land, this great, fierce, challenging, canyon-gutted, mesa-muscled land,
which holds us and which gives us space enough to write a life onand leaves it to us whether we have courage enough and faith to fill the
page.
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ON THE PLETHORA OF DRYADS
Hearing a white saint rave
About a quintessential beauty
Visible only to the paragon heart,
I tried my sight on an apple-tree
That for eccentric knob and wart
Had all my love.
Without meat or drink I sat
Starving my fantasy down
To discover that metaphysical Tree which hid
From my worldling look its brilliant vein
Far deeper in gross wood
Than axe could cut.
. But before I might blind sense
To see with the spotless soul,
Each particular quirk so ravished me
Every pock and stain bulked more beautiful
Than flesh of any body
Flawed by love's prints.
Battle however I would
To break through that patchwork
Of leaves' bicker and wllisk in babel tongues,
Streak and mottle of tawn bark,
No visionary lightnings
., Pierced my dense lid.
Instead, a wanton fit
Dragged each dazzled sense apart
.Surfeiting eye, ear, taste, touch, smell;
Now, snared by this miraculous art,
I ride earth's burning carrousel
Day in, day out,

)
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And such grit corrupts my eyes
I must watch sluttish dryads twitch
Their multifarious silks in the holy grove
Until no chaste tree but suffers blotch
Under flux of those seductive
Reds, greens, blues.
-SYLVIA PLATH
!

TO A MOUSTACHE
Like the hero dead to his heroine
I lost to a woman, sore with grief,
Your touch to tickle her with sin:
My treasure-itching, fiery, stiff.
Such art would play the lure, enough
To chase and catch. No charlatan
I lost to a woman, sore with grief.
We met to toast your health with gin;
Then other lovers' charms were half
The charms, I felt, I wooed to win
My treasure. Itching, fiery, stiff,
How, wooing, could I sense her scoff
Of you who, shining like her skin,
I lost to a woman. Sore with grief
I faced you; cut, as suitor's proof
When pain and fever swelled within,
My treasure-itching, fiery, stiff.
And all my mask, once on, was off.
Because, dear friend, she did us in,
I lost to a woman, sore with grief,
My treasure-itching, fiery, stiffLike the hero dead to his heroine.
-PHll.IP
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WALTER LEUBA

Whole in Brightness
A poet who writes for men and women on subjects close to them and
full of meaning for them, in a language they can understand, and who
does this naturally, with virtuosity but wjthout condescension, is not
r~dily found. Yet at anytime since 192, readers of English have had
such a poet among them, a poet with an intensity of simple purpose
so obvious and clear that it c~mld fail of being welcomed only by not
being wanted. Through a great poem in 192,·he came to the ~ttention
of a wide newspaper and magazine public, to be joked about, scorned,
and parodied intb immediate obscurity, except for some few remembered but remote and solitary welcomes. There was indeed what ne
calls "the lantern of approval on the desolate, forbidding shore." Beyond this, the record of the overnight fame of a before unknown young
man from Baltimore, Eli Siegel, born at Dvinsk in Russia August 16,
1902, has been kept unexplored in minds and libraries..
A poet such as Siegel would seem to have been desirable any time
these past four hundred years and inevitable in the present century.
Poets of noble intention, of fancy, of learning and culture, of affable
formality, and of discreet superiority are before the public and read by
the critics and university wits, and by those with a stomach for refined
and thoughtful diversion. The poet of swift and simple sincerity was
laughed out of the headlines over thirty years ago and left unpublished
until only the other day.
Eli Siegel's once notorious poem began:

..

Quiet and green was the grass of the field.
The sky was whole in brightness,

Walter Leuba, who has been engaged in public welfare work for
the state of Pennsylvania since 1934, is the author of
Poems Out of a Hat, published in 1947.
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and the patrons of
literature,
knowledge,
culture, refinement,
sensibility, and experience, saw nothing in the words beyond a stimulation to anger, sarcasm, or hilarity. Later Siegel wrote many other
poems-I have no idea how many, though the ones given in the present
book * are a sufficient sample-in which, whatever else he did, he never
once betrayed a false attitude. Alive in a burning honesty and directness,
he had noneato betray.
What Siegel has to say is precisely what every artist tries to say in his
own idiom. Here it is in one of its fOnTIs, an INDOOR SCENE AT NEAR

7 P .M •
Candle red is different from
Catsup red, and catsup red
Is different from little-cushion
Red.
Moreover, little-cushion red
I s the only red,
On which Shakey, a pussycat,
Is now lying.

It would be superfluous to attempt to describe it. The difficulty is not,
however, in what he says, which is at times extraordinarily complex and
delicate, but in how he says it, which is simplicity all the way, simple
subjects, simple words, simply syntax, simplicity piled on simplicity,
and we know that a very little of this quality is enough. Writers and
readers of modern high-class books have other preferences. It is other
than simple that we wish to be. The modern mind is complex, and we
have science and machinery and emotional disturbances and statistics
and discriminations in taste perpetually with us. "I guess you know I
use words very carefully," Siegel wrote in 1931; "I look upon them as
explosive, possibly ruinous jewels." That care, conscious, curious, alive
with conscience, is in the lines:
Consider, friends, the impermanence of obstruction,
The friendliness and everlastingness of possibility,
And such matters:
And you will alter a little
The irritation of long ago,
>0< Hot Afternoons Have Been in Montana: Poems, by Eli Siegel, with a letter by
William Carlos Williams. New York: Definition Press. 1957.
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Question its authenticity,
And use the past
To be refreshed,
As it was meant to be Used now.

These words are not pour.l4 from an empty jug.
Siegel writes the common tongue, freed of its fraud and self-delusion;
and he writes of common things all pretty much well-known, like
daisies and subways, telephones and turtles, and of common events,
love, death, punishment, change, and permanence. What happens to
his triad of the ordinary-words, things, and events, is that in each separate poem associations are made in well-defined- and emotionally appropriate rhythms, associations which are both momentary and lasting,
real and new, associations that can stimulate even the unschooled man's
sense of history, of the past, of transience, and of his immediate earth.
Through successions of these associations, often of opposites in time,
space, and thought, in an almost new-born plain-speaking, run (they
can be found by looking for them) almost all of tpe wonderful arrangements of sounds and syllables by means of which words become the
servants of clear intelligence and ardent emotion:
Desire is inumerable,
Like the pigeons in a continent
Or foam entities in universal waters.
if all the spears that warriors carried marching east and west
(Any time) were topped each with a red and white desire, desire being
red and white,
More spears would be needed to accommodate the waiting desires.
It every desire had its sister leaf
Going with it in its wllirl, march and progress through Dear Time,
.Some desires would have no sister leaves.
All this as light on the Question of the immanence and number of
desire,
Serves and can.
A multitude of generals accompanied by drums,
A Hood of diamonds issued from a planet,
And a forest-ful of tigers, each with a touch of red,
Are, together, the guard of desire in mornings.
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Encomium
the above lines are taken, he said in a letter: HI still write poems; they
fiercely develop. They are abstract and daring." The language remains
our familiar one, now rarely used by poets. It is untouched or only
slightly touched by literary self-consciousness and the conventions of
expression, but it can be found in many places, in places where Siegel
himself certainly found it, in the Bible, in Goldsmith, in Whitman, in
Thackeray, in the ballad writers, in Shakespeare, in both prose and
poetry throughout literature:

What do you think has become of the young and old men?
And what do you think has become of the women and children?
They are alive and well somewhere.-WHITMAN.
The world was going to its business again, although dukes lay dead and
ladies mourned for them; and kings, very likely, lost their chances.THACKERAY.

The joyful and the sorrowful are there; men are dying there, men are
being born; men are praying, -"On the other side of a brick partition,
men are cursing; and around them all is the vast, void Night.-CARLYLE.
The womb shall forget him; the worm shall feed sweetly on him.-JoB.
The qualities of this language are natural, continuous, and conscious
in Siegel. Other writers have happened upon these effects: to Siegel
this is the only speech. He is at every step the poet and his directness
and mastery of technical devices allow him frequent perfections. He is
not mannered and he d6es not write for effect. Everything he writes is
emotionally honest and therefore of interest. His qualities have
their occasional defects; the directness is sometimes bald and colorless,
the honesty sometimes simply. honest. Yet he is, as Williams says,
"supremely gifted" and "undamaged by the past," and for what he has
to say and the unadorned idiom in which he says it, the number of
consummate poems and passages is extraordinary. Everywhere there is
.an exquisite emotional tact:

Find the lost lines in
The writing that is your child, mothers. . . .
Many of the comments and letters stimulated by The Nation prize
poem of 1925 asserted or implied that Siegel was a semi-literate. Yet
there were few critics at the time as widely and as well read as the object
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of their scorn. Siegel was an omnivorous reader with an exact and
comprehensive knowledge of books, but he was neither bookish nor
literary. The present volume includes an amusing tribute to George
Saintsbury. It is instructive to compare Siegel's use in this poem of the
image of a hen scratching with Edmund Wilson's "like eating peanuts"
essay on Saintsbury. The poet is the critic.
To the reader of 1925 Siegel seemed flat, commonplace, silly, or dull.
It was obvious that he scarcely touched the contemporary and popular
fashion of literary allusion and what we understood to be metaphysical
wit. Yet no poet was and is more metaphysical and his allusions are almost constant; but they are usually allusions to objects, experience, the
world about us, and they are allusions that almost anyone can understand. They are allusions that waken the meanings of common objects
of thought and experience, that make the commonplace world magical.
They contain little food for research:

.

One has Delia seen
In the thistle's lightest stir, lightest belonging,
In the thinnest ripple lonely pond has in an 8 o'clock orange oHering
of sky.
.
She is with the soft, hardly noticed puH
Of air, in summer stillness some hours after morning.
She it is who is Qe~een one when one hasn~t sinned
And when one has. She is with the furthest colored rays of the sun
when setting
.
And the last horizon's p~int.
She has taken for herself substance at its finest,
Least tinkling. So Delia walks the air.
i
I

To the mind conscious of the meanings of associations and of the
relationships of objects and feelings, these poems are deeply and clearly
metaphysical. Siegel, though a plain objective poet in one sense, offering
no problem of interpretation at all, is a metaphysical poet through and
through, and the metaphysic can be sensed and felt even by persons
having no interest in the matter. He has, however, little resemblance to
the poets of the seventeenth century who are called metaphysical.
Though he shares their curiosity of mind and their appetite for the
implications of things, he has none of their isolation, determined
subtlety, ,and pertinacious struggle with fixed, unpliant matter. Nor is
he ~ver arbitrary, strained, particularly learned, or exhibitionistic with
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sheds uncommon light.
He has few conceits and almost no decoration. Green grass is enough:
it never becomes of itself anything so magnificently fanciful as the
handkerchief of the Lord. But while, in Whitman, the handkerchief
of the Lord is by itself, alone, sufficient as an image, in Siegel the grass
or the green grass or the quiet grass is always in the company of other
equally direct and well-known, though unexpected, manifestations of
the spirit of earth; and in these companionships, either by momentary
association or by symmetry or by contrast, meaning is related to meaning until definition is out of the question and we have the metaphysical.
There are more ways than one of getting deep. It can be done by
digging, but also by opening windows, by knocking down walls, and by
leaving the door ajar; and perhaps best of all by putting together things
that like to be or ought to be so, and permitting the depth to come
more from the nature of the world than from the wit of the writer.
Men are alike in their billions, one little deeper or shallpwer than another, but the earth itself is profound, has no bottom, is deep beyond
the most assiduous, well-paid-for excavation, beyond the sharpest sight
and the clearest reasoning. Every man knows this and he either loves or
fears it. "My poetry is colored and heated metaphysic to me," Siegel
wrote in 1931. "It can be anything else to anybody else."
It is characteristic of simplicity that it cannot be studied and mastered. It is an integrity of mind that is, at best, preserved in sufficient
purity to allow of its habitual projection in thought and word. And it
makes possible the profoundest humor.
Though he does not write often of humorous matters or with general
humorous intent, Siegel has a remarkable humor of his own, a quality
absent from most serious writing. His humor is clean, precise, gentle,
and intended; it is not an accident to simplicity but its core; it is never
wiseacre. It is difficult to fix or define since it underlies his essential
seriousness and artfulness and gives them impact. In reading his lines
the effects shift, and though the humor does not disappear from the
places where it has been found, it modulates in harmony with the
varying impressions the passages make at different times, and with the
intensity and color of the subject on different occasions. He calls his
humor jesting, which it is, for it almost always appears as simple fun
with ideas and objects, a lifting of the seriousness so that even the
darkest thought may smile for a moment. In a letter of 1931 he wrote
that "jests are made good by their hushed, ardent background." The
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whole of Familiar Mad Heroine is such a background against which
jests are made good. In a poem omitted from the present volume, the
details "EthH, with white, white teeth; Ethel who has heard of Tennyson," who had read many books "and, a little, Elinor Glyn and Robert
Browning" are such jests; and so are "God roundly condemned" in
Encomium of Desire and 'hunqreds of others. One of the best is in
Ralph Isham, 1753 and Later, where one is told of the eighteenth century man-about-town's reading of Addison and Pope, of his quoting of
Thomson and Young. Later this is quietly pointed and defined in the
lines:
Pope is studied in Kansas;
Thomson is studied in Kansas;
The name of Young is heard in Topeka;
And the name of Ralph Isham, who loved Pope, who loved Thomson,
who knew Young, is not heard in Topeka.
The knew Young is a fine stroke, with historical, critical, and poetic
insight in one multi-eolored flash. If the presence of Topeka is not
enjoyed, a lot of Siegel must remain unenjoyed. It is an old device.
Topeka comes into this magnificent biography exactly as Rappahannoc
does- in a great passage in Henry Esmond, though the one is jest, the
other melancholy.
This is a book of staunch, assured poems. A reading of the book will
persuade and much of the book ~ll remain in the mind and imagination. The reader will find a combination of the elegiac, humor, brightness, and critical appraisal in the just quoted biography of Ralph Isham.
He will find the sheer subtlety of The Unbrought Me; the delicacy and .
depth of Little Zeno; the lovely and lone~y simplicity of poems like
Smoke Goes up Slowly, Dear Birds, Tell This to l\10thers, and Meant
to Be; the jesting comical depths of Partly, Baskets-Their Due, Let
Fat Men in Plus1l Coats Do as They Please a Little, and The Proud
Turtle; and finally the great slices of the earth's own poem: the title
poem-Hot Afternoons Have Been in Montana, The Lord Has Stolen
Her Whims, Encomium of Desire, and The World of the Unwashed
Dish.
The major part of this essay was written twenty ye~rs ago. In 1926
the name of Eli Siegel was a momentous one to me, and after thirty
years of having many of hi~ poems effortlessly and accurately housed in
my head, the wonder of his work is greater than ever.
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TOM
COBB,
CORNHEAD
1.

In the grasshopper-morning, in SaturdayFall, we went out picking Cornhead, my sister & me.
The 'hoppers were jumping, popping, clacking
AndfIying
Over the emptylots & cornstalk-fields.
And the idea was get them, like harvesting:
Without busting any legs, or wings.
Their hindlegs were jumpy, fIat and thighs.
And we would put them into beerbottles Forty 'hoppers to the quart; tWo hundred.
2.

The 'hoppers were hiding in their bottles,
Inside bags, . . . Tom Cobbll was showing.
They were the first ones in. And pretty soon
They smelled, and wanted us to' drop them
OH the balcony; the bottleglass bounced up at us.
And then the 'hoppers; the glass fell down: Lights!
All the mainBoor-people howlered, . . . 'hopperslI
Little 'hopped-girls screamed, and boyscout-mothers
Stamped their heels. The popcorn-throwingwar
Began again, candycorn, and girlscout-cookies, too.
The friedhopper-tux-ushers had cokejuice in their hair.

3·

AIy sister chomped. And Tom ("Poppy") CobbCob-sized movieguns were poppop- popping
I njuns-bang-bang! bang-bang-bang!!
And the 'hoppers kept on jumping
At the screen, and scared poor Tom: he started
Shooting them. The Injuns cried;
And licked oH the beer off the dead 'hoppers.
The 'hoppers liked the Injuns. Tom Cobb got mad,
And started shooting everybody, . . . little silkyhairedStalky girls',screpmed & 'hoppered up the aisles (with little
Salty-hopped & hopping boys) to tell old Mr Carame1corn.
-ROBERT S. SWARD
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has fallen victim to one of
his own stylistic mannerisms-a
sometimes maddening overuse of
parenthesis, of qualification and overqualification of statement; but the
book remains, for all that, the finest
accomplishment to date of a serious
BY LOVE POSSESSED, by James artist and virtuoso writer, and ~ well
Gould Cozzens. New York: Har- worth the time of anyone professing
court, Brace & Co., 1957· 570 pp. an interest in the achievements of
$5.00.
American fiction.
The book blazes no new trails in
By Love Possessed, Ja~es Gould style or form. Its chief value, aside
Cozzens' twelfth novel and his first from its interest to students of Cozsince the Pulitzer Prize-winning zens' development as a novelist, lies
Guard of Honor in 1948, has appar- in its brilliant reaffirmation of some
ently been making more money, at- qualities which have long been recktracting more readers, and earning oned virtues of the English-language
more critical acclaim than anything novel: absolute honesty in the examelse Cozzens has written up to now--:- ination of society, for one thing,
a happy state of affairs to which a re- coupled with such uncompromising
viewer can only add an approving, respect for the exigencies of realism
"amen." The fact that By Love Pos- thatthe reader is from the first page
sessed was a book club selection, be- drawn, without the possibility of rescame an immediate best-seller, and ervation, into the society Cozzens has
has remained one ever since its pub- intended we should be drawn into;
lication in the fall, should not fright- his Episcopalian rectories, air forc~
en away those readers who hold as
an article of faith to the proposition
that if it's popular it can't be good,
or vice versa.
For Cozzens is a major American
novelist. The tendency now, espe~
cially among those who have known
for a good many years how good Cozzens really is, is to keep ahead of the
game by belittling the new novel in
favor of the older ones, which not so
many people have read; and it is no
doubt true that in the new novel
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bases, county court houses are equally viable and involving-whether re" - searched or imagined or lived in, one
hesitates to ask: the range is immense
-and the craft is of the order that
conceals craft. And, for another
thing, utter integrity in the unfolding
of character, coupled with an unflinching adherence to.an "author's"
point of view, so that one comes to
know Cozzens' characters not only
as in their nature they must be (to
say nothing of how realistic necessity,
requires that they appear to themselves and to each other and to the
worlds they inhabit), but also with
some of that clear-sighted, unsentimental, disillusioned kind of pity
which Cozzens himself characteristically feels for them.
And interpenetrating the whole is
the art of Cozzens the professional,
the craftsman. Careless thinking, automatic writing, shoddy construction
are not even considerations in this
canon. Every page is illumined with
the cold, clear light of truth; and because truth is seldom dull and often
startling, there are scenes of great
brilliance and power to move. A superb story-teller, Cozzens in his mature novels has always worked within
big frames and concerned himself
with serious matters: "plot," therefore, serves not merely to unfold a
narrative (though it does this), or to
lay bare a slice of life (though it does
this, too), but in a larger area to reveal some home truths about the human condition.
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By Love Possessed gives us a score
of characters whose lives in one way
or another are "possessed" by love of
one kind or another, who fail or do
not fail to recognize truth when it
stares them in the face, but whose
world in any case is subjected even
into its darkest comers to the unsparing honesty and critical intelligence
of Cozzens' scrutiny.
-HENRY SHULTZ

Henry Shultz teaches at the AlbuLquerque Indian Schoo~. His article on
the Santa Fe Opera appeared in the
last issue of the Quarterly.
~

DESERT HAPPY, by Douglas Rigby. New York: J. B. Lippincott Co.,
1957· 306 pp. $5.00 .
New Yorkers Douglas and Elizabeth Rigby, though seasoned travelers, had never seen the Southwest.
Influenced by the' attitude of their
California friends "Why man, you've
never really lived!" they set out in a
spirit of disbelief to investigate. We,
the ever hopeful readers, may already
have "seen the elephant" but we
climb in the car and go along.
Unhappily, Mr. Rigby is not the
best of drivers. He starts and stops
with jerks, looks everywhere but the
road, detoprs unexpectedly. Long
before we reach Tucson we are desperately trying to stay in the "now"
but find ourselves either in the far
future or the distant past.
Our .driver is not impressed by
Tucson. He sees only "the usual
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middling city, its midsection a clump
of tall buildings and a nursery of
parking meters planted along the
curbs of the crowded central streets:'
The offices are unloading and -he is
disappointed to find the same 5
o'clock stampede and the same kind
of people he left back home. "What
about the romance of the Southwest,
the Old Pueblo of the pamphlet
writers which the tourist has been
invited to savor?"
Just as we are about to shake off
the dust of Tucson and proceed to
California, a desert sunset and the
saguaro forest win approval. Our
New Yorkers rent a cottage near
Tucson. All they had asked anyway
was "warm and ample sunshine" and
a cottage for rent "in some uncrowded, fairly wonderful desert
place accessible to an urban center
and a good library:'
Mr. Rigby is no run-of-the-mine
tourist. Co-author with his wife Elizabeth of Lock, Stock {Ind Barrel, The
Story of Collecting, he at once starts
loading himself down with a hodgepodge of "facts," antique and modem, real and synthetic, true and
doubtful-many, quite dusty and
shelf-worn.
Stranded in the Tucson library,
we fellow travelers fail to acquire the
western tan we had been led to expect, but we can browse through Mr.
Rigby's compilation and make our
own selection from the conglomerate of historical and scientific data.
There is much of value here, for Mr.
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Rigby is discriminating and has an
artist's eye for beauty. We may have
our choice of flora and fauna, pioneers and present inhabitants, physical structure, even constellations. Of
course Mr. Rigby has made his own
appraisals, punctuated with more or
less lively·comment, but his attitude
is still cynical and much like that of
a pawnbroker who belittles everything offered him until he is ready to
sell it. Particularly is this true.of his
personality collection. We suspect
that he sets up his Southwesterners
as straw dummies so that he may
knock them down with his' own
superior knowledge.
We are relieved and delighted
when the Rigbys move to a second
house, West Cottage, and there,
stumble upon their most important
find-the one that ties them closer
to the desert.
At this cottage and apparently
conditioned to human beings, for
they are bold too soon for desert
creatures, appear those bird, rodent
and reptile opportunists who lurk
around camps anticipating handouts.
The Rigbys, also Oppo!tunists and
quick to realize their prize, set up a
roadSIde bar which they call "The
Ring," and· with food, water and
convenient cactus perches, lure as .
exciting and motley a crowd of customers as ever elbowed around the
counter of a highway cafe. Within
sight of the cottage windows, bird
dandies and brassy females, reptile
sneak thieves and murderers, all suet
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and sip together in more or less dis- . appearing during what we are led to
hannony with the staid and decent believe is the first year.
That the Rigbys did grow close to
quail, while their iriquisitive and
vigilant host, anned with Kodak, the little people of the desert in
notebook, binoculars and patience, sympathy and understanding is evimeticulously records what he sees. dent when, at the eve of their final
Here the Gila monster rocks and departure, they attempt to lead "The
rolls as he perfonns his egg dance, Ring" back into the natural desert
Patio Chips-the pixie Harris ground by scattering com and chicken feed.
squirrel-leaps about displaying his This growth is further evidenced by
astonishing acrobatic skill, and Little their changed attitude toward Little
Joe the homed toad demonstrates Joe whom they had taken to New
exactly how he likes his drinks served. York "because he represented some"We had struck it rich," says Mr. thing tangible out of that comer of
Rigby, "a good trade, for they paid the Southwest which we had. begun
and overpaid us a hundred fold in a to cherish." Remorseful that in capcontinual round of entertainment tivity their pet had grown too fat and
and something deeper. We did not trustful to shift for himself, they try
immediately know that they would to re-educate him in self-reliance belead all the desert in tugging us back fore they abandon him.
"The Ring" is the heart of the
a distance of twenty-five hundred
miles."
story Desert Happy. The infonnaAn obvious fault in the book is tion painstakingly gathered at West
the attempt to weld together two Cottage is a worthy and commendseparate types of material and two able contribution. Had Mr. Rigby,
periods of time, the result of which however, confined himself to this paris confusion and lack of unity. We ticular field and not included so
have no inkling as to when the Rig- much other encyclopedic material,
bys leave the desert the first spring interesting, amusingly written, valuand return the next fall. The ma- able in itself, but irrelevant to his
terial is treated as one winter season title and his th~is, Desert Happy
and only at the conclusion are we might have had the continuity it
made aware that two winter seasons lacks and would have better clarified
have elapsed. Little Joe the homed his fine passage at the close of the
toad introduced in the prologue as prologue: "When you come to this
captured at the end of the first season place-as, chances are, sooner or
and carried all the way to New York later you will-you, too, will uncover
and back "tethered by a stripg fast- revelations reserved for your own
ened to his right leg" exposes this hour and perceptions, and they will
confusing state of affairs by twice remain forever yours, signed, para-
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doxically, with barbed arrows and unexpected tenderness-Arizona Desert
Country."
-OLGA WRIGIIT SMITH

Author of the Book "Gold on ,the
Desert," published by UNM Press,
Olga Wright Smith lives in Globe,
Arizona.
SOUND AND SYMBOL, by Victor
Zuckerkandl. New York: Pantheon
Books, Bollingen Series XLIV, 1956.
399 pp. $5.00•
This is an ambitious book, transi~ted
from the German, and attempting a
nearly impossible task: an explication of the metaphysical relationships between music and the external
world.
The historical fact - not yet satisfactorily explained - is that music
has been with us since the dawn of
man's impress upon this planet.
What is there about sound, rhythmically and melodically organized,
which human beings seem to have
found indispensable to their religious, economic and emotional life?
How 'is it thatwe can speak of most
of the music of our experience as
being in one ''key'' or another? Why
do the separate notes of a recognizable melody appear to have a gravitational relationship to. each other,
so that the key-note, or tonic, eventually takes shape as the inevitable
. goal of all the others? Mr. Zuckerkandl's book deals with these and
other problems; and, had he solved
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them in a cleaf, tangible and convincing fashion~ the philosophy of
music as an imperishable artifact of
human existence would have been
immeasurably enriched.
Unfortunately the measure of an
artist's striving is often the measure
of his failure, and if the' book attempts much, it seems to solve little.
Little, in the sense of being ablF to
say to oneself, ''Yes, I see the reason
now. This answers something that
has troubled me for a long time."
Too often the author substitutes two
or three philosophical abstractions
for the o~iginal question, and one is
thus able to see a new facet, or
facets, of the problem. But an answer
is seldom forthcoming.
Additionally, the language is often
obscure and involved. The sentences
are almost invariably enriched with
dependent clauses' which huddle
round and intimidate the central
thought. If all this conveys the impression that there is nothing in the
book, the impression needs qualifying. Mr. Zuckerkandl has attacked
.basic problems which prove too
much for him, but he kindles some
provocative ideas along the way in .
relation to rhythm, melody, the
musical concept of time. His book
is not a text, nt\.r even a reference
book; it is the kin~of book which the
musical philosopher may read, skipping through and picking the chapters whose titles catch his fancy.
As for the average individualand that includes most of us - our
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dealt with, as well as the history of
the contact periods in the different
regions. One of the best single chapters in the book is the final one, The
Non-Vanishing Americans. This is
concerned with Indians of the present day, their relations to state and
federal government and with the
tribal organizations some of which
have made remarkable progress in
self-government during the past
twenty years. One of the best acA PICTORIAL HISTORY OF counts describes progress on the San
THE AMERICAN INDIAN, by Carlos reservation. This field of InOliver LaFarge. New York: Crown dian affairs is the single phase of the
Publishers, 1956. 272 pp. 350 illus. total subject that LaFarge knows the
best and to which he has devoted a
$7·5°·
major part of his life.
Up to this time there has not been
The author has made an admirable
a good comprehensive and well illus- selection of illustrations which suptrated account of the Indians of the plement the text; this required judiUnited States. Previous books which cious editing from the huge archives
have attempted to cover the whole in the Smithsonian Institution, Liarea have been for the scholar and brary of Congress, Bureau of Indian
not directed to the general reader- Affairs, American Museum of NatuClark Wissler's The American In- ral History, and others, as well as
dian is a good example, or, they have combing through the illustrations in
been so over-simplified by ill· numerous published volumes. He has
informed authors that they have come up with a selection of paintserved no purpose whatsoever. There ings, drawings and engravings which
are doz~ns of these.
depict Indian life prior to the 19th
In the volu~e under review Oliver century, and has included dioramas
LaFarge has written with authority from various museums which depict
and dignity a book of great compass. reconstructions of the way of life in
All of the culture areas have been the different culture areas. The encovered with a brief but basic de- gravings by de Bry of southeastern
scription of the history and life of tribes, and the sketches, paintings
typical groups in each region. The and engravings of Plains Indian life
peopling of America, the archaeolog- by Kurz and Bodmer all serVe to
ical and ethnological records are make this a handsome volume. The
very human desire for concrete
answers to that burning, egocentric
question: Why do we respond emotionally to music? - that desire is
better satisfied in Leonard Myer's
book, Emotion and Meanipg in
Music, published by the Uni~ersity
of Chicago press.
.
- DONALD McRAE
Mr. McRae is assistant professor of
music at UNM.
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last three decades of the 19th century saw the use of the camera. Pictures by Ben Wittick, Hilliersand
other photographers of the frontier
give the reader a visual image of
western Indian life before acculturation had significantly altered those
cultures. Arts and crafts as well as
many other aspects of the material
culture of the American Indians are
also illustrated.
Many pictorial accounts of various
phases of life in America, both historic and modem, have been assembled; but it is seldom that the
texts of such books hold up along
side of the illustrations. Here the text
is well worth reading with care. This
is a book with good balance and
coverage which can be recommended
to the general reader as an accurate
account of Ameri<;an Indian life.
THE NUDE: A STUDY IN
IDEAL FORM, by Kenneth Clark.
Bollingen Series XXXV-2. New
York: Pantheon Books, 1957'458PP'
$7·5°'
It is widely supposed that the
naked human body is in itself an
object which the eye dwells upon
with unqualified pleasure. The title
pages of illustrated magazines enforce this supposition every week, a
hundred times over. But anyone who
has frequented art schools, seen the
models with their wnfppings off (that
is, without their alluring "helpful
paddings," props and stays) knows
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that this is an illusion. Yet the art
students and the artists draw and
paint from this rather pitiful human
nakedness with ardor' and enthusiasm. Why?
This book by Kenneth Clark gives
the answers, explaining with eloquence and erudition the problem of
the creative artist. From the times of
Pythagoras of Rhegium and his forerunners to Matisse and Henry
Moore, this problem and its solutions are unfolded. The problem is,
of course, that the naked human
body cannot be made into art by direct transcription; there is a vital difference between the naked and the
nude.
"The nude gains its enduring value
from the fact that it reconcilf;s several contrary states. It takes the most
sensual and interesting object, the'
human body, and puts it out of reach
of time and desire. It takes the most
purely rational concept of which
mankind is capable, mathematical order, and makes it a delight of the
senses. It takes the value fears of the
unknown and sweetens them by
showing that the gods are like men
and may be worshipped for their lifegiving beauty rather than their deathdealing powers."
Compared to the "Song of Songs,"
this book is mild. After all, Kenneth
Clark is a Britisher. But if one were
to name a book which takes the
dreariness out of the study of art history of our culture, The Nude can be
recommended. If the requirements
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were that the book should be well
and carefully written, that it show
some sense of humor, and be accompanied by really fine illustrations,
then Kenneth Clark's book may well
be the only one that comes to mind.
There are nearly three hundred illustrations of works of art, from all
periods, arranged so cleverly that
reading becomes fun again and
knowledge is acquired without pain,
and this last point may encourage
even those amongst us who suffer
from the bacillus proteus vulgaris.
-JOHN TATSCHL

John Tatschl is a sculptor and Professor of Art at the University of New
Mexico.

ARCHIVES OF THE ARCHDIOCESE OF SANTA FE, 1678-1900,
by Fray Angelico Chavez, O.F.M.
Publications, Academy of American
Franciscan History, Bibliographical
Series, Vol. 3. Washington, D. C.,
1957· 28 3 pp. $7·50.
This excellent. desc~on .of the
papers preserved m the archdIocesan
archives of Santa Fe is welcome indeed. Church records in New Mexico in the Spanish period, and after,
were subject to every hazard, from
war, fire, and flood to ordinary human indifference and carelessness.
The survivors, asssembled some years
ago by order of Archbishop Gerken
.. and now catalogued by Father Chavez, may contain few hitherto unknown documents of major historical
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importance, but they do provide
many valuable data to illuminate other sources of our knowledge of life in
the Southwest in earlier days. A useful appendix lists the regular and
secular clergy whose names appear in
the parish registers, and there is a
good index. The attractive endpapers, drawn by Jose Cisneros on the
basis of data supplied by Father Chavez, map the Franciscan missions of
New Mexico, 16<}4-1850.
Father Angelico's knowledge of
New Mexico history, his capacity for
hard work, and his talent for reducing the substance of a document to
a few effective words have turned
what could have well been a dreary
catalogue into a calendar that often
makes fascinating reading.
-ELEANOR

B. ADAMS

Research Associate in History at the
Uriiversity of New Mexico, Eleanor
Adams is co-author, with Fray ArIgelico Chavez, of The Missions of
New Mexico, 1776.
THE HISTORY OF A LITERARY
RADICAL AND OTHER PAPERS, by Randolph Bourne. Introduction by VaH Wyck Brooks. New
York: S. A. Russell, 1956. 3?} pp.
$3·75·
Many books have been canonized
by the dullards of the press and the
American academies. Weare still piling up mediocre books in our charnel-house of literature in order to
give us a false, big Parnassus. Who
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tut a gray-haired boy of an English
department can still prate about
William Dunlap or Charles Brockden Brown, or intone Emerson's
"Oversoul," or Freneau's "A Fly
Drowned in a Glass of Water,"
which are elocution exercises for a
crepuscular doctor of letters waiting
for the cemetery laurels of the emeritus professor.
Randolph Bourne is a minor figure, but not a niggard one. Now that
he is venerable ashes, it is with great
reluctance that I relegate this dear
nature to a region of half-limbo in
our literature. Bourne was a monumental experience of mine, and if I
may be allowed to say it, is the literature of my juvenilia. Just as I admire
Bourne, I still give homage to Tolstoi's Letters and his Patriotism and
Slavery, and George Gissiag's By the
Ionian Sea, but 1 cannot reread them
or no longer have any artistic need of
them.
.Randolph Bou~e, dead at thirtytwo, was a humpback, not more than
five feet tall, with the head of a
savant and the body of a crippled
child. He was m()re flawed by nature
than Pope or Kierkegaard. Theodore
Dreiser, once strolling in the evening
along the walk by the old courthouse
at the comer of Eighth and Greenwich Streets, saw a gnome pass him
and stepped back to brace himself
against the brick wall. The poor
dwarf was wearing a black wide
brimmed hat, and a cape, resembling
the mourning weeds of a witch in a
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Walpurgisnacht. Bourne was a disciple of John Dewey, and belonged
to that castaway sodality of Grub
Street, earning hi,s indigence as an illuminated hack bookreviewer.
He was a gentle nature, that is
high-spirited, as Edmund Spenser
would use these words, and had no
inten.tion. of bei.ng the~mello or decayed gentleman of belles Ie es. He
was too audacious f recanting
literati of his day and ours, or for the
pragmatic priest of philosophy, John
Dewey.
Nothing has changed since the
time of Bourne. In his endeavor to
rouse the lotophagi from their long
pragmatic sleep, he earned their malignity. After he rebuked Dewey, in
his essay ''Twilight of Idols," for inveighing against the conscientious
objector, the professor demanded
that the Dial shut its literary columns to him. The New Republic,
unable to tolerate one helpless dissident who could not envisage an "an- _
tiseptic war," banished him, refusing
to let him earn that pauper's locusts
and honey for writing literary reviews. The American cannot digest
one negation. The mildest iconoclasms are a threat to the national
homogeneity, fostered by trade, avarice, and unimaginable sloth. Had
not Van Wyck Brooks in his younger days when he was not venal deelared that American literature had
never had the least effect upon the
United States. This gendarmerie of
the press and the periodicals inter

e-
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books that are not in agreement with
He had little faith in our colleges
their visionary democratic programs of lqwer learning. Had not Erasmus
in a literary necropolis known as the said that wherever there is popular
bookreviewing supplement.
education there is no higher learning.
Charles Beard called him a gutter- His essay on Miro's education should
snipe. Amy Lowell, whom he ad- be read by every professor and stumired, detested this political mysta- dent. Those who are graduates of the
gogue and his opposition to war. gigantic cartels of arts and letters, still
Bloat with elephantiasis herself, Amy cringe when recolJectiifgthose lecLowell called the humpbacked tures on Anaxagoras, Anaximenes,
Bourne diseased. The woman who and the Iliads. The pre-Socratic phiprovided the money for The Seven losophers and Homer were crepuscuArts withdrew her support because lar and congealed algebra, and never
she could not abide Bourne's distrust the sorrow and the intellectual laughof a war waged abroad for democracy, ter of human bowels. How long it
while at home there was suppression took a student accustomed to the
of every kind of freedom in thought etiolate~ ambiguities of a secular friar
and feeling. The Justice Department in the English department to dishad confiscated his trunk filled with cover one viable man. With a delipapers which they thought contained cacy too difficult for the nervous
secret ciphers of espionage,but they system the student had to eschew the
. exquisite vocalisms of the oth~r
were only his unpublished verse.
It is a somber irony that the two worldly professor as well as' the
burghers of our pecuniary Olympus, popular boyisms of the academic
Van Wyck Broc;>ks and Lewis Mum- vulgarian.
Bourne saw that there was no difford, are his advocates. It has become
the custom to hire men who cannot ference between the "cultivated herd
write to write about those who can. and the rabble," but he was more of
'"
Unless the reader is made
familiar an instrumentalist than an iconwith Bourne's sufferings and his de- breaker, for he imagined that we had
vout loneliness during this stygian traveled farther in learning than the
period, he will be revivified by those great medieval Abelard. He had in
who buried him. For it is the foxes mind a university which was a kind
who spoil the grapes who feign to of transfigured vocational guidance
school. As a young man he had done
dress the vines of Jericho.
What were Randolph Bourne's a callow volume, with another, on
ideas which were regarded as some the Gary schools.
He had that faded, period belief in
fungus in Tartams growing upon the
tender fabric of the libertarian Amer- cooperatives, in a radical, robustious
equality, in workingman's .suburbs,
ican commonw~lth?
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and in socialist "model garbage-dis- from his two best books, both postposal," which have been woefully humously published, The History of
realized. No earthquake, hurricane, a Literary Radical, and Untimely
or bomb could make of our cities and Papers. May Pan and Aesculapius
streets such a wreck and shambles as guard his name and works so that
these functional MarXist slums, all they will not be the loot and the
brand new, and of such an insane plagiarized {ame of the modem ilsimilarity that the soberest person is literati. Fame is always a bawd who
no better than the drunkard when leers at the living as well as the dead.
-EDWARD DAHLBERG
looking for his own apartment at
night. As a "moral equivalent for Edward Dahlberg, who wrote BOTwar,~' a shabby phrase he borrowed TOM DOGS, a n~ve1 published in 1930, .
from William James, he suggested is the author of the SORROWS OF
that American boys and girls, some- PRIAPUS, with drawings by Ben
what after the manner of the travel- Shahn, New Directions, 1957.
ling Miracle Players, should go from
town to hamlet, mending "slovenly THAT MARRIAGE BED. OF
fences and o\Jthouses."
PROCRUSTES, by Daniel Curley.
I mention these fh~ws in Bourne, Boston: Beacon Press, 1957. 186 pp.
but I do not hesitate to declare- that $3·5°'
he is of more worth to the young,
Procrustes was a fabled robber of
purblind pilgrim in the universal
dunghill of nations than Farquhar ancient Greece who stretched or
and Vanbrugh, and most of the 'Yrit- mutilated his wctims to make them
ers of the Restoration. I couple his conform to the length of his bed. In .
name with theirs because they were "That Marriage Bed of Procrustes,"
all dead around thirty and had not the title story of Daniel Curley's first
time to come to know that it is ritual collection of short stories, George
arid fable that are t~e groundwork of and Alice Fuller mutilate each other
a true commonwealth. It is better to verbally in their marriage bed and rebe Musaeus-though he wrote noth- appear in two other stories in which
ing except the "Hymn to Demeter" they make life unpleasant for one an-than to be a rag-raker in politics. other. "What the hell is it all for?"
Whether Bourne would have relin- is the hard question they try to requished those Utopias, which are solve, but the answer, if any, is more
Gorgons in our bowels, and returned elusive than the question. Excep,t for
to Hellas, no one can know..
brief moments o~ mystical insight,
Randolph Bourne wrote five books, the married men of Curley's stories
but three are dross. Most of the es- find themselves the Procrustean vicsays in this volume have been culled tims of American matriarchy, in
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which the women are no happier
than their victims.
Mr. Curley teaches creative writing at the University of Illinois, helps
edit Accent literary magazine, and is
. a good example of how a large portion of today's quality short-story
writers divide their time between
their art and the problem of earning
a living. Readers familiar with this
fact have a poignant treat in store
with "The Appointed Hour," a story
vaguely reminiscent in manner of
that of Franz Kafka, and perhaps the
best of the twelve in this collection.
Here the poet Robert Hatcher delivers a subtly subjective lecture on the
saga of Steven Pratt, a novelist and instructor at G.I.-infiltrated Upstate
University, who is driven from his
last sanctuary by a noncompromising
society of jaybirds.
-JOE M. FERGUSON, JR.
'A graduate assistant in the English
Department of the University of
New Mexico, Joe M. Ferguson, Jr.
is working toward a Master's degree
in creative writing. His poems appeared in the most recent NMQ.

,-

BOOKS WEST SOUTHWEST:
Essays on Writers, their Books and
their Land, by Lawrence Clark
Powell. Los Angeles: Ward Ritchie
Press, 1957. 167 pp. $4·50'

"Mine is the intellectual heritage
of a West that has been developed
by earlier generations," writes Lawrence Clark Powell in his preface to
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twelve essays on his West Southwest, "the semi-arid lan4 from the
Pecos of New Mexico to the Salinas
of California," a region "recognizable upon sight, particularly from
the air."
Powell, librarian of the University
of California at Los Angeles, writes
as he talks, with charm, animation,
and candor. His are the intimate
narratives of the books that are his
life, the "mighty sweet sniell" of
library stacks, and the West that is
the life of these books. "Books determine" is his theme, from Ross
Calvin's classic Sky Determines. He
tells of an old Swedish charwoman
in a Michigan hotel who had come
to America because of books about
the Wild West, but she got no further than Chicago. "Don't try,"
Larry Powell advised her. "It's not
like those books would have it. It's
both better and worse."
The "best" books, says Po\VeIl,
are "organic books which are profoundly conceived, true to life
present and past, and written in
powerful. and economical language,
without concessions either to Hollywood or to Mrs. Grundy." Harvey
Fergusson's "lean" writing he likes,
along with that of Conrad Richter
and Tom Lea. The Interlinear to
Cabeza de Vaca he calls Haniel
Long's "quintessential masterpiece."
He agrees with J. Frank Dobie that
Will Comfort's Apac1ie,' the 1931
novel about Mangus Colorado, is
"noble and vivid."
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Among personalities, Dobie and
Robinson Jeffers and A. C. Vroman,
the Pasadena bookseller, rate a warm
chapter each.
Choosing among roads and places,
he takes New Mexico's Truchas, "an
ancient village lying exposed on a
hogback, inanimate on a Sunday
morning, yet eternally alive, as the
ghost towns of Arizona are not."
In a lively format, designed and'
produced by Ward Ritchie, Books
West Southwest bears a roadrunner
woodcut by Paul Landacre on its
title page.
-ROLAND DICKEY
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BAY OF THE DAMNED, a novel
by Warren Carrier. New York: The
John Day Co., 1957· '353 'pp. $2·95·
A fast-paced novel of suspense, revolvering around a gentle gambler
retired to Miami and pursued by
lively memories and livelier gunmen.
A sunken Spanish treasure ship forms
a somewhat weakly ~ontrived
symbol, but the characters are
straightforward and convincingly
conversational, and the denouement
is whimsical. Deliberate overtones of
Scott Fitzgerald lend the book an
abstract charm.

Col1ected Works of C. G. Tung, ed. by Sir
Herbert Read, Michael Fordham, Gerhard Adler. Bollingen Series XX. New
York:
Pantheon Books, 5 Vol.
Books Received
Cuentos Espaiioles de Colorado y Nuevo
Mejico, Spanish Tales from Colorado
All the King's Men: A Symposium, by A.
and New Mexico, Spanish originals with
Fred Sochatoff, Erwin R. Steinberg, RobEnglish Summaries, by Juan B. Rael.
Stanford: Stanford University Press,
ert C. Clack, Beekman W. Cottrell, Neal
Woodruff, Jr., John A. Hart, and William •
1957. Vol. 1, 575 pp., Vol. II, 834 pp.
M. Schutte. Carnegie Series in English,
Paper $10.00.
No. 3. Pittsburgh: Carnegie Institute of Disinherited Lady, by Beni~ Perez Galdos.
Trans. by Guy E. Smith. New York: ExTechnology, 1957. 104 pp. Paper.
Amor and Psyche, The Psychic Develop'
position-Banner, 1957. 305 pp. $4. 00 •
ment of the Feminine, by Erich Neu- Don Quixote of La Mancha, by Miguel de
. mann. Tmns. by Ralph Manheim. Bol·
Cervantes Saavedra. Trans. and ed. by
lingen Series LIV. New York: Pantheon
Walter StarR:ie. New York: New AmerBooks, 1956. 190 pp. $3.00.
ican Library, 1957. 446 pp. Paper $·50'
Angel and the Sailor, a novella and nine Eight Great Tragedies, ed. by Sylvan Barstories by Calvin Kentfield. New York:
net, Morton Berman and William Burto.
New York: New American Library, 1957.
McGraw-Hill Co., 1957. 224 pp. $3·50'
Archaeological Survey of West Central New
443 pp. Paper $·50'
Mexico and East Central Arizona, by Elizabethan Plays and Players, by G. B.
Harrison. Ann Arbor: Univ. of MichiEdward Bridge Danson. Papers of the
Peabody Museum of Archaeology and
gan Press, 1956. 318 ~p. Paper $1.35.
Ethnology, Harvard Univ., Vol. XLIV, Examined Life, by Warn,er Fite. BloomingNo.. 1. Cambridge: Peabody Museum,
ton: Indiana Univ. Press, 1957. 286 pp.
1957. 162 pp. Paper.
$4·5°'
Century of Hero-worship, by Eric Bentley. From the Modern Repertoire, Series Three:
ed. by Eric Bentley. Bloomington: InBoston: Beacon Press, 1957. 283 pp.
diana Univ. Press, 195 6. 539 pp. $7.50'
$3·95·
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Get Away from me with those Christmas
Gifts and other reactions; by Sylvia
Wright. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 1957· 25 6 pp. $3·95·
House of the Angel, by Beatriz Guido.
Trans. by Joan· Coyne MacLean. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1957.
179 pp. $3.00 .
House of the Seven Gables, by Nathaniel
Hawthorne. New York: Rinehart & Co.,
1957. 316 pp. Paper $.65·
Innocent, by Maddison Jones. New York:
Harcourt, Brace, & Co., 1957. 376 pp.
Living Talmud: the Wisdom of the Fathers,
ed. and trans. by Judah Goldin. New
York: New American LIbrary, 1957· 347
pp. Paper $.50'
Lord Jim, by Joseph Conrad. Ed. by Robert B. Heilman. New York: Rinehart &
Co., 1957.411 pp. Paper $.75.
Love Me Little, by Amanda Vail. New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1957.128
pp. $2·75·
Maya Art and Civilization, by Herbert
Joseph Spinden. Indian Hills, Colo.: Falcon's Wing Press, 1957. 476 pp. $10.00.
New Directions in Prose and Poetry 16.
New York: New Directions, 1957. 272
pp. $2·5°'
Oklahoma, Indian Days to Statehood SemiCentennial, by Cecil B. Williams. Stillwater: Oklahoma State Vniv., 1957· 47
pp.Paper.
Picasso and the Bull, by Vincente Marrero.
Trans. by Anthony Kerrigan. Chicago:
enry Regnery Co., 1956. 143 pp. $3.00.
Rea
s for Liberal Education, ed. by
l.1i. G. Locke, WillianI M. Gibson and
Ge ge Arms. I. Toward Liberal Educa. n. II. Introduction to Literature. New
York: Rinehart & Co., 1957. I, $4'90'
II, $4.75.
Shoriki, Miracle Man of Japan, a biography
by Edward Uhlan and Dana L. Thomas.
New York: Exposition Press, 1957. 202
pp. $3·5°'
Short History of the Far East, by Kenneth
Scott Latourette. New York: Macmillan
Co., 1957. 768 pp. $6.00.
Story of American Letters, by Walter Fuller
Taylor. Chicago: Henry Regnery Company, 1956. 512 pp. $5.00.
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Studies in Ethics. Tulane Studies in Philosophy, Vol. VI. New Orleans: Tulane
Vniv., 1957. 134 pp. Paper $2.00.
Treasury of American Anecdotes, ed. by B.
A. Botkin. New York: Ranc{om House,
1957· 351 pp. $3·95·
Writer and his Craft, ed. by Roy W. Cowden. Ann Arbor: Vniv. of Michigan
Press, 1954. 305 pp. Paper $1. 25.
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Arctic Tern and Other Poems, by E. G.
Burrows. New York: Grove Press, 1957.
60 pp. Paper $1.00. Cloth $3.00.
Cantos of Wandering, by Francis Brabazon.
Sydney: Beacon Hill Press. 47 pp.
Changes of Garments, by Neil Weiss.
Bloomington: Indiana Vniv. Press, 1956.
94 pp. $2·75·
Collected Poems, 1921-1951, by Edwin
Muir. New York: Grove Press, 1957. 192
pp. Paper $1-45. Cloth $3.50'
Common Muse, an Anthology of Popular
British Ballad Poetry, XVth·XXth Centuries, ed. by Vivian De Sola Pinto and
Allan Edwin Rodway. New York: Phil·
osophical LI'brary, 1957. 482 pp. $10.00.
Creat~ the World, by Nathan Rosenbaum.
New York: Whittier Books, 1956. 83
pp. $2·5°·
Dance without Shoes, by William Pillin.
Francestown, N. H.: Golden Quill Press,
195 6. 80 pp. $2.50.
Declensions of a Refrain, poems by Arthur
Gregor. New York: Poetry LondonNew York Books (Dodd, Mead & Co.),
1957· 4 2 pp.
Deserted Altar and other poems, by David
Louis Posner. New York: Harcourt, Brace
& Co., 1957. 61 pp. $3.75.
Devil, Maggot and Son, by Christopher
Logue. Tunbridge Wells: Peter Russell,
1956. 50 pp. Paper 12S 6d.
-eloges and Other Poems, by St.-John Perse.
Bilingual Ed. trans. by Louise Varese.
Bollingen Series LV. New York: Pantheon Books, 1956. 111 pp. $2.00.
Fifteen Smiles Hello, by William Axelrod.
New York: A. F. Roth Press, 1957. 16
pp. Paper.
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Figures in the Shadows, by Jess Cloud. New
York: Morris Gallery Press, 1957. 56 pp.
$3.00 .
Green with Beasts, by W. S. Merwin. New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1956. 85 pp.
$3·5°'
Greenhouse in the Garden; by Charles Edward Eaton. New York: Twayne Publishers, 1955.64 pp. $2·75.
Here Are Mine: Poems, by Leopoldo A. de
la Cruz. Manila: Privately Printed, 1955.
~25 pp. Paper.
Imagined Country, by Audrey McGaffin.
Baltimore: Editions Imagi, 1957. 32 pp.
$2·5°' "
Incandescent Beast, by George Abbe. Uni~
versity Heights, Ohio: American Weave
Publication, 1957. 68 pp. Paper $2.00.
James Joyce Miscellany, ed. by Marvin
Magalaner. New York: James Joyce Society, 1957· 77 pp.
Letters to Vernon Watkins, by Dylan
Thomas. Ed. by Vernon Watkins. New
York: New Directions, 1957· 145 pp.
$3. 00 .
Listening Voice, a Continuity, by Warner
Tabb. Mt. Holly, Va.: 1957. 78 pp.
Loyalties of Robinson JeHers, by Radcliffe
Squires. Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan
Press, 1956. 214 pp. $4.25.
Map within the Mind, by Gerhard Fried·
rich. New York: Exposition Press, 1957.
64 pp. $2.5 0 .
Meditations in an Emergency, by Frank
O'Hara. New York: Grove Press, 1957.
58 pp. Paper $1.00. Cloth $3.50' .
Messages, by Peter Carr. Santa Barbara:
Noel Young, 1957. 48 pp. Paper.
More I wonder, poems by Kay Sage. New
York: Bookman Associates, 1957. 64 pp.

$2·75·

New and Selected Poems, by Kenneth
Fearing. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1956. 168 pp. h.95.
New Poets, Eugene Haun, ed. by Stephen
Walter Berg and Ronald Goodman.
Philadelphia: New Ventures Press, 1955.
20 pp. Paper $.50'
New Selected Poems, by Adam Mickiewicz.
Ed. by Clark Mills. New York: Voyages
Press, 1957.84 pp. $2·50'
One-eyed Gunner and other portraits, by
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Robert Beloof. London: Villiers Publications, 1956. 68 pp. $2.00.
One Long Summer, by Jane Beverlin Tate.
New York: Bookman Associates, 1957.
9 6 pp. $3.00 .
Section: Rock-Drill 85-95 de los cantares,
by Ezra Pound. New York: New Directions Books, 1956. 113 pp. $3.00.
Selected Poems of Robert Browning, ed. by
James Reeves. New York: Macmillan
Co., 1957. 19 1 pp. $1.75·
Selected Poems of William Blake, ed. by
F. W. Bateson. New York: Macmillan
Co., 1957. 176 pp. $2.00.
Sing Now No Sad Songs, poems by Wil·
liam Appel. New York: Poetry Library,
1957. 28 pp. $2.50'
Some Watercolors trom Venice and other
poems, by S. P. Dunn. New York: Coalbin Press, 1956. 77 pp. $2.00.
Sonnets to Steve and other poems, by Wilbert Snow. New York: Exposition Press,
1957· 55 pp. $2·50'
Selected Poetry, Alfred Lord Tennyson, ed.
by Herbert Marshall McLuhan. New
York: Rinehart & Co., 1956. 428 pp.
Paper $.75.
Swimmer in the Air; Poems, by Howard
Moss. New York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1957. 85 pp. $3.00.
Three Priests in April, by Stephen Stepanchev. Ed. by Mary Owings Miller. Con, temporary Poetry Library Series, Vol. 10.
Baltimore: Contemporary Poetry, 1956.
36 pP· h·oo.
TrebIinka Grass, Poetical Translations from
the Yiddish, by Aaron Schmuller. New
York: Shulsinger Brothers, 1957. 72 pp.
$2.00.
U nex;pected Truce, by Don Geiger. Los
Altos, Calif.: Round Table Books, 1956.
64 pp. $2·50'
Voluntary Tongue, by Martin Bucco. Taos:
Helen Wurlitzer Foundation, 1957· 47
pp. Paper $1.00.
You and Contemporary Poetry, an Aid-toAppreciation, by George Abbe. New
Guilford, Conn.: Author-Audience Publication, 1957. 82 pp. Paper $2.00.
Young Malatesta, by Horatio Colony.
Rindge, N. H.: Richard R. Smith Publisher, 1957. 61 pp. $2.50'

/
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Poets in this Issue
JOSEPH LANGLAND, Associate Professor of English at the University of
Wyoming, has held the Ford Fellowship to New York City and the Amy
Lowell Traveling Poetry Scholarship
to Europe. His poems have been
widely published; his first collection
appeared in Poets of Today, III. The
second is "well along," says Mr.
Langland, and "should be out next
year." PHILIP LEGLER'S poems have
appeared in Poetry, Western Review,
and Prairie Schooner. He is assistant professor of English at Central
Missouri State College. Recently
returned from a two-year sojourn in
England on a Fulbright grant to
Cambridge, SYLV,IA PLATH teaches
freshman English at Smith, her alma
mater. She is married to the British
poet, Ted Hughes. Instructor in English at Georgia Tech, twenty-eightyear-old LARRY RUBIN has published
poems (in some twenty periodicals),
articles (in language journals), and a

short story (New Campus Writing
NO.2). At present he is working on
a novel.
MARVIN SOLOMON, who lives and
works in Baltimore, says he possesses
"No degrees, honors, prizes, identifying marks except an occasional
good poem." His "identifying marks"
have appeared in such magazines as
Commentary, The New Yorker, The
Paris Review, Poetry: Chicago, Shenandoah, and New World Writing.
Novelist, short-story writer and poet,
HOLLIS SUMMERS is Visiting McGuffey Professor of Creative Writing at
Ohio University. He recently was
announced as one of the winners of
the Poetry Award for 1957, conducted by the Saturday Review.
ROBERT SWARD is engaged in graduate work in the Poetry Workshop
at the University of Iowa. Of "Tom
Cobb, Cornhead and Me," Mr.
Sward states: "The poem, at least to'
me, is a truth, a jgke, and a delight."

THE 1957 FRONTIER

Hollywood, and Mexico City. Attenda"nce-often augmented by visitors from neighboring New Mexico
communities-has been excellent
whenever tickets are priced reasonably, but the public has avoided
shows that ask for big-city fees. The
size of the auditorium and the enthusiasm of New Mexico audiences
indicate that Albuquerque will be a
very profitable stop for first-quality

Continued from page 146

Albuquerque's new auditorium
has been bringing a variety of the
nation's leading concert and stage
attractions to New Mexico, and
audiences have been discriminating
and enthusiastic. The initial programs have ranged from ballet to
rock-and-roll and have included local
talent as well as stilrs from Broadway,
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Issue be financed by federal and state
attractions if ticket Prifes arid pr<r: Fullwill
motion are aimed at the mass market. matching funds, and it is expected
Ironically, after Albuquerque had that the states,.,will be able to assume
waited more than twenty-five years the subseque~gram.
for a large auditorium, it found itself
in possession of three such arena-type ECONOMIC GROWTH. Much
structures at the same time. The mu- of New Mexico's recent cultured
nicipally-owned Civic Auditorium progress is based on the new leisure
was dedicated in April; the State Fair and mobility-plus new resources
Coliseum opened in September; and and talent-brought by economic
the University of New Mexico's development. While business condiJohnson Gymnasium was completed tions are softening generally throughin November. An over-generous of- out the natiori, New Mexico's
fering of entertainment events in all economy continues to show encourthree structures in November caused aging gains. Non-farm employment
the manager of the Civic Auditorium reached a record high last year. Reto suggest that sottre consultation tail sales rose about ten per cent in
take place to provide the public with 1957, compared to the prosperous
a more even flow of 1ntertainment. year of i956.
Recent federal and state legislaThe Four Comers area, still proftion has enabled the State Library iting from a natural gas boom, has
Commission to develop' three re- become an established oil province.
gionallibraries to bring good reading More importantly~ two major pipeD
to rural areas. Each regional unit has lines and a gasoline refinery are being
a bookmobile, with capacity for built to provide markets for the new
shelving 1,600 books, two profes- oil discoveries. In the Grants area,
sional librarians, a clerk-typist, and a which has more than 70 per cent of
driver~lerk. The Northern unit is the nation's known uranium renow serving the counties of Santa Fe, serves, construction of four uranium
Torrance, Taos and Rio Arriba. The concentrating mills and ab'our a
Southwestern unit is now being or- dozen major mines is well under
ganized and will serve Grant, Luna, way. Several thousand new jobs are.
Hidalgo, Catron, Sierra, Socorro and thus assured, and these will help
Dona Ana counties. Book routes are ease some of the unemployment
being planned for the Eastern Plains caused by reduced copper, lead and
unit that will cover Curry, DeBaca, zinc' mining in the southwestern
Guadalupe, Quay and Roosevelt comer of the state.
counties. Three other regional liThe federal government has conbraries are planned for New Mexico. tinued to acquire land for missileThe first five years of the program test purposes between EI Paso and
j
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Alamogordo; substantial expansions
are taking place at Holloman Air
Force Base and White Sands Proving Ground; and a number of
A~omic Energy Commission contractors and subcontractors have increased their staffs and activities in
Albuquerque.
New Mexico made a rapid start
on its share of the big interstate highway program, and a profusion of
million-dollar construction contracts
is materially aiding the economies
of nearby communities. Construction of new schools, streets and
sewers, and other public buildings
and facilities are augmenting a good
volume of residential building.
Summer and fall rains finally broke
the long drought. The statewide
moisture total last year was the highest since 1941. This was good news
for the ranchers, but hailstorms and
untimely rains contributed to a $10
million decline in the stpte's cotton
crop. The year 1957 saw improvement in marketing facilities for fruit
and vegetable crops, and there was
further localization of livestock feeding and marketing.
LITTLE ROCK. The school integration crisis at Little ROCk,:r;.
aroused much comment throu out
the nation, and some of the cl vage
between integrationist and segregationist opinion showed up in New
Mexico. Street corner and editorial
opinion in many parts of the state
deplored the use of Arkansas Na-

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol27/iss3/1
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tional Guard troops to halt the gradual integration plan developed by the
Little Rock Board of Education. But
newsmen in the southeastern comer
of the state reported that public
opinion was sharply divided on the
Little Rock question, and East Side
editorials denounced the President's
use of federal troops in the crisis.
Most New Mexicans agreed that the
Little Rock crisis damaged America's
prestige in the eyes of the world.
While minority problems in the
U. S. South capture the headlines,
New Mexico's Indian and Spanishspeaking groups are making quiet but
significant progress toward solving
educational and social problems. Indian groups enriched by mounting
oil and uranium revenues are showing caution in the expenditure of
this sudden weafth. The Navajos set
aside a five-million-dollar trust fund
for college scholarships and spent
other monies on clothing for school
children, water development, health
and welfare measures, economic development, and other, projects that
will help the tribe on a long-term
basis. The Laguna Indians have built
a community hall and are still studying various uses for royalties coming from the Jack Pile uranium
mine. The Jicarilla Apaches, profiting from oil and gas leases, are investing in scholarships and economic
~
development.
Indian school children are attending integrated schools in twenty-two
New Mexico school districts, and

~.
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this trend is benefiting children of
all races. More and more Indians are
developing work skills both on and
off the reservations, and Indian employees have won high praise from
Kerr-McGee, Anaconda, and other
industrial firms.
Spanish-American opinion, voiced
at the national convention of the
American G. I. Forum in Albuquerque last summer, reaffirmed the
group's readiness to playa larger role
in American life. Plans were made to
extend the Forum's active education
and integration programs to prepare
young Americans of Hispanic descent for the full obligations and
privileges of citizenship.

HEALTH. New 'Mexico had its
share of Asiatic Flu victims, but vac- ,
cination programs and careful treatment substantially reduced the usual
consequences of an epidemic. The
whole episode illustrated what can
be accomplished when the public is
aroused and anxious enough to provide public health officers and private
physicians with needed funds and
co-operation. The same zeal seems
to be less intense in such fields as
heart disease and mental health, possibly because the dangers seem more
remote.
One benefit arising from the flu
scare was the establishment of new
diagnostic facilities at the State
Health Department's public health
laboratory in Albuquerq~e. The new
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service will be useful in det~ting a
wide variety of diseases ranging from
polio to Rocky Mountain spotted
fever.
New Mexico opened a new public health laboratory at Clovis recently and is starting another one at
Farmington. Progress was noted in
dental research, hospital building,
mental health, and sewage treatment,
but lack of funds seems to be handi-capping rehabilitation of mental patients, care of the aged, and other
needed programs.

SOCIAL WELFARE. Rapid economic changes and population shifts
°create social problems, too. Paradoxically, when New Mexico's payrolls reached an all-time high in 1957,
unemployment and welfare figures
marched higher, too. Juvenile crime,
broken homes, and rising automobile
accidents captured many headlines.
Highway fatalities reached 427 in
,
New Mexico in 1957.
Public concern was reflected in the
record attendance of social workers,
public officials,"'business representatives, club women, and legislators at
the annual sessions of the New Mexico Conference of Social Welfare.
Advances in the fields of casework,
health, recreation, probation, and
community planning were encouraging, but Dr. Richard Poston,
director of the department of community development at Southern
Illinois University, observed: "Your
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MANY MOONS. Th~ appearance
of new moons in the sky made us
appreciate the virtues of our old,
faithful, tfne-syllable Moon at last.
True, it was usually pale and sickly,
and it had the odd habit of fading
away and then coming back as big
as ever, just like the landlord on rent
~ay. It was quite pjtted and scuffed
in appearance, possibly because it
had been used and abused by generations of minor poe~. But it served
us well enough when we needed it
for harvest festivals, eclipses, canoe
SPUTNIK. A great deal of public rides, and other important matters.
complacency about America's techNow at last, we appreciate its pasnological and scientific superiority sive virtues. When it shines calmly
was shattered when Russia launched through the cottonwoods into the
the two artificial satellites with un- patio, we do not feel it will either
expected accuracy and power. Least beep or peep at us. We do not have
surprised were the .engineers and to reach for the newspaper each day
scientists of New Mexico who have to see how many teen-times a day it
been working on many of the same is circling around us. No one has ever
problems. They took advantage of been afraid-recently, at least-th~~
the new climate of opinion to urge it might crash back to Earth, or burn
improvements in educational pro- up, or try any other Communist
grams and ask for more freedom of trick.
initiative for scientists.
We are basically one-moon people
Much of the public outcry about who are trying to cope with a multiAmerica's edueational system was moon world. Sometimes we can't
undoubtedly a form of scapegoating. help being nostalgic about the past
But New Mexico educators took up _ and worried about the future. Our
the challenge and stepped up serious Space men promise that we will soon
consideration of programs to stimu- be able to hit the Moon with a
late an interest in science at an early splotch of dye. This seems to be an
age, to give extra work to bright stu- unfriendly beginning for our Condents, to base graduation on com- quest of Space. Maybe we haven't
petencies achieved instead of time learned much since the days when
served, and to ask for more college we approached the Western frontier
scholarships.
with a rifle.
efforts to cope with the situation
have been nothing less than heroic
. . . [but] you have been so pressed
by the ever-increasing need to repair
the wrecks that you have had neither
the time nor the resources to prevent
them from happening. . . .
"If we are going to meet the needs
of our people ... we are going to
have to face the task of changing not
only disorganized individuals, but of
changing disorganized communities
that produce them."
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VINTAGE

BOOKS
THE WHITE GODDESS
by Robert Graves

Now available for the first time in America-the
amended, enlarged edition of Graves's famous
study of folklore" ..IIIythology, legend, religion
$/.25
and magic. Over.600 pages.

"

ARCHETYPAL PATTERNS IN POETRY
by Maud Bodkin

An approach to the understanding of the poetic
imagination through the theories of C. G. Jung.
$1.25

PREJUDICES: A Selection
by H. L. Mencken
Chosen, and with an introduction, by
James T. Farrell

Selections from Meiicken's six volumes of Prejudices. long out of print. containing some of his
wittiest, most buoyant work.
$/.25

UNDER THE VOLCANO
by Malcolm Lowry

This novel of Mexico "obviously belongs with
the most original and creative novels of our
time."-ALFRED KAZIN. "A memorable performance."-RoBERT PENN WARREN.
$/.25

THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
by Carl L. Becker

What the Declaration really is, the ideas it sets
forth. where they arose, and how they have been
modified.
$/.25

WHERE ANGELS FEARTt> TREAD
by E. M. Forster

"A novel of learning and growth ... a novel of
broken ties ... a novel of sexuality."-UONEL
TRILLING. By the author of A Passage to India.
95c
For a free descriptive circular listing all Vintage titles, write to

VINTAGE BOOKS, INC. SOl
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